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Dakersfleld, Ca)., Oct. 16. Northbound Owl train No. 25, was wrecked
at the yaid entrance at Fresno at 2:30
o'clock this morning. Engineer Cole,
Fireman liutts and unknown tramp,
were killed. The wreck was duo to
misplaced switch, evidently the work
of criminals. The switch lock, which
had been broken with a rock, was
found near the switch.

HOWARD'S APPEAL WILL
BE HEARD IN DECEMBER.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 16. The motion to advance hearing In the ease of
the state of Kentucky vs. James Howard, convicted of complicity In the
murder ot Governor Goebel, made In
the supreme court of the United
States last Tuesday, was today de1
nied by the couit. The case already
has been advanced In place on tbe
docket. It will probably be heard in
December In regular order.

SEVENTEEN ARE INJURED

BEEN

DEGRADED

HIDDEN IN THEIR NEW YORK HOME

New Orleans, La., Oct. 16. New
cases of yellow fever since 6 o'clock
p. m. Sunday, 6.
Total cases to date, 3,320.
Total deaths, 433.
Unless the "fedeial, authorities are
to be greatly disappointed, the wfM
beginning today will practically end
the yellow fever situation In his city.
The remarkable showing of only right
new cases In the past twenty-fou- r
hours is regarded as tonfrrmlng the
prediction that the fever will intimately die out. A general improvement of conditions continue.
IS INDEPENDENT
AFTER NINETY-ONYEARS.
Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 16. The
union between Norway and Sweden,
having existed since 1814, has been
dissolved, both houses of the Riksdag
having passed the government bill repealing tho act of union and recognizing Norway as "a state separate
fiom the union with Sweden." The
Norway house subsequently passed a
new flag law. The flag of the country
from now on will be a 'yellow cross
on a blue ground, the name as exlsU'A
prior to the year 1814, the vnlon marn.
snowing In the upper left hand corner
being eliminated.
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New York, Oct. 16. Having com- NEWS ITEM.
pleted the work for which it was ere- "A FORTY MILLION DOLLAR POTTERY TRUST HAS BEEN ORGANIZED."
HIS VITALITY AND VIM
ated, the West Virginia Central and
MAY LET SIMPSON RALLY.
Western Maryland purcuase syndicate
Wichita, Kan,, Oct. 16. Lung comwas today dissolved. The Bjndiicate
plications have developed and
FAIR MEETING
AT
formed in March, l'J02, to pur- BAIL FORFEITED BY AHLE
Simpson Is somewhat
chase the Western Maryland rallro.t.i
ON CHARGE OF BLACKMAIL.
weaker today, though his great vitality
THIS EVENING and brave light for life still give hope
New York, Oct. 16. Charles Able, irom the city or Ualtimore, and to ae
NO
who was Indicted last Friday on the ciuire other railroads In Maryland and!
for at least a temporary recovery.
H'est Virginia, for the Gould interests. j
charge of attempting to extort money The
Latest New Received.
last link connecting these lines
Simpson suf;
last summer by selling a subscription and forming
a through line from BaltiExecutive Committee, Cash fered a hemorrhage Jerry
to the American Smart Set for $500 to
of the lungs this
liellington.
more
Va.,
W.
a
to
distance
afternoon,
appear
M.
In the
Edwin
Post, failed to
and though he rallied at
PreGave Him Exceptional Honor
about five hundred miles, will be
Subscribers and Creditors once from tho attack, he was greatly
court of general sessions today, and of
completed
in
December,
final
and
the
by
It.
weakened
his ball was declared forfeited. Ahlo's
will
lawyer told the judge that he did not consolidation of all the properties conWritten Assurance of Satisfaction.
Called Together.
-'
soon
place.
syndicate
The
take
To
of Joseph Drake
Crave
gone.
Protect
know wlrere his client had
New York, Oct. 10. The Ameiican
The lawyer was given until Wednes- sisted ot Myron T. Herrick, Winslow
S. Pierce, Edward L. Fuller. Alvin W.
Sfon in irtH UliarnHna
Armies Must Not Criticise Peace Terms.
Ivouna tin
day to find Ahle.
Krech, Howard Gould and Joseph
DEVISE MEANS' TO MEET DEFICIT Society has taken the preliminary
Ramsey, Jr.
steps to establish a park In the Bronx,
W1RGINIA MORSE SHOW
The extension which will be comto preserve tho grave of Joseph Rod16. Baron Komura, the Komura, and at the close of the
Oct.
Toklo,
pleted In December, Joins the Western
A meeting of the executive commit- man Drane, author of "Ode to the
GREAT SOCIAL EVENT Maryland and the West Virginia Cenminister who acted aa chief. nce the emperor presented him with
Flag," "The Culprit Fay,"
message,
tee
a
a
and all cash subscribers to the re- American
wnuen
luing
personal
tral properties. Upon Its completion plenipotentiary tor Japan In the peace highly prized by Japanese statesmen.
and other poems. Ap appeal has been
Monday
evening
cent
fair
called
is
for
made to the city nvthon'es and to
Norfolk, Va., Oct. 16. Everything it is expected that there will be a negotiations, arrived here from Van- The message expressed satisfaction at
Is in readiness ior the second annual considerable Increase In traffic from couver, B. C, on October 3. Hie re- - the fact that peace was concluded, at 8 o'clock, to meet over Zeiger's the public In general and it la expected that the required funds will be
Norfolk Horse .iow, which will be the coal fields which the railroads own ceptlon at the railroad station wae and commended Komura's .able serv- cafe, for the purpose of devising ways
To
and means for paying all accounts re- forthcoming. The site will 1e comopened at the Coliseum tomorrow. The to Its terminals 'at tidewaters.
a
during
negotiations.
ices
the
shown
present
not
being
tnose
enthusiastic,
requirements of the new
maining unpaid.
pletely obliterated
by a projected
directors and officers of the show will meet thetwenty-sigovernment
dignitaries.
Every creditor is also requested to street unless the park is created. The
locomotives and principally
make a thorough general Inspection of traffic
WAR
DECLARED
OR
PEACE
Tq8
guarded
by
strongly
were
streets
have been ordered. A large
be present or have some one there to poot'g grave Is one of about sixty in
the building and arrangemtns tonight 1,800 cars
BY SOVEREIGN POWER ONLY. represent his account.
The
of new coal land has recently troops, police and gendarmes.
Hunt's graveyard on aunt's Point.
to satisfy themselves that everything area
impepalace
M.
In
an
to
16.
minbaron drove
Teiabutchl,
Toklo, Oct.
the
The special auditing committee has The cemetery Is filled at present with
is In perfect order for the great event. been acquired. The securities to be rial
carriage.
ister of war, has issued an order In; substantially
found the secretary's bushes and wild growths of all kinds.
A number of Invited guests will at- distrtbuted, now that the syndicate
structlng the Japanese army in the statement correct, hence there is no Hart the gravestones are broken, some
has been dissolved, are $10,000,000 of
tend the formal Inspection. The horse Western
field to abstain from criticising' the further occasion for delav.
Maryland bonds and $15,000, GIVEN WRITTEN MESSAGE
are upside down, and others are prop6how of this week promises to surWHICH STATESMEN PRIZE. terms of peace, on tne ground that tue
ped tip against trees or other
D. K. B. SELLERS,
pass that of last year by a great deal 000 of the common stock of that comw
emperor
show- declaration of peace or ar is entirely
Toklo, Oct. 16. The
Secretary.
and to prove the greatest social event pany.
power.
ed an exceptional honor to Baron the outcome of sovereign
o fthe season in which not only the
est society ot this state but also KENTUCKY CONGRESSMAN
SUES PAPER FOR LIBEL.
that of North Carolina will be Inter
New York, Oct. 16. The hearing of
ested. Tne number of entries Is very
OUT
large and includes some of the best the libel suit of Congressman Rhlnock,
horses in the south. Between twenty of Covington, Ky., against Robert Irv
and thirty thousand visitors from Ing, of the New Yorker, was resumed
WAY
North and South Carolina and from here today. The widow of Robert W.
IN
NEW
different parts of the state are ex- Ciiswell, who committed suicide since
pected during the week and extensive the beginning of the suit, has prompreparation have been made .or their ised to turn over all the papers bearNew York, Oct. 16. Beautiful fall into the plekle business and competes Congressmen View Grand Canyon Today-W- ill
Not
entertainment. The list of prizes ag- ing on the case and some interesting
who is
weather that came with "Indian Sum- with his future father-in-law- ,
testimony Is expectel.
gregates over$8,0ti0.
mer," did its share toward filling the the mainstay of the pickle trust, furn
Statehood Districts
Stop in
Arizona.
ishes a right jolly play, cleveily told
theaters for the past few weeks.
The sensation of the season is "Our and acted by Joseph Wheelock, Jr.,
A.
Lillian" Russell, In vaudeville at Proc- and his company. So pronounced has
GRAND
& A. M.
Members Undoubtedly Misquoted.
tor's. She has been engaged at tne been the success of the play that al-- l
reputed salary of $3,uou per week for ready tho engagement of Laurence
a tour of Proctor's circuit. Fair Lil- D'Orsay In Augustus Thomas' "The
WITH
t
statelian does no acting, but sings three Embassy Hall," has been postponed,
Editor Keamer Ling, of the St. In nearly all of the
6ongs, two In Table de Hote French ami Instead of opening in New York, Johns, Arizona, Herald and Apacho hood papers.
Tho Phoenix Gazette publishes an
'and one In English. To meet the In- it will go on an extended tour through News, in writiug to Hon. Ii. S. Kodey,
interview with each of the congresssalary the prices for admis- the New England states. In this play
creased
AfternoonGrand Master Ward Delivered Address This
sion have been Increased and there is D'Orsay Impersonates a colonel of the says that the friends of Joint state- men, excepting Mr. Tawney, the leadgloom among the shopping women, llritish embassy, who becomes mixed hood in Arizona are making them- er of tho party, whom It says declinwith whom every penny counts, when up in some international intrigues at selves heard while the congressional ed to talk for publication, ilut the paCloses With Banquet
-Meeting
appearance
In
they note the special prices as they Washington.
and party, headed by Congressman Taw-la- per refers to Mr. Tawney's past recis touring the southern part of ord, and says that Jiirglng from his
approach the box office.
Notwith- speech- the "Colonel" resembles "The
standing, the houses have been crowd- Eary of I'awtuckot." who proved to be Arizona looking for statehood senti- past record he can be depended upon
Tomorrow Night.
s
to come to the aid of Arizona.
ment, and Mr. Ling speaks enthusiased, and the investment and Innova- tin- comedy hit of New York two
tically of the jointure as "Arizona the
This reference made to Mr. Tawtion have proved a good one for the
aio.
ney and his past record regarding the
Great."
remains,
It
however,
Proctors.
be
to
of
joyed
M..
by
A.
A.
any
In
many
lodge
F. and
grand lodge
The grand
The congressional party have been statehood measure, as being in favor
seen whether Miss Russell's reputa- THEATER TRUST
New Mexico, met this morning at the years.
dining the past week as guests of the of slnglo statehood for the territories,
lie damaged by putting her
will
tion
offollowing
Masonic temple, with the
The morning session was taken up cu!tu:ed
owners of south- - shows how little the Gazette writer
voice against
cultured
LOSES ONE MOUSE politicians and mine
ficers and members present:
with the work of organization, includ- monkeys, which
Arizona and are now en route to knows of this leader of the house and
in
appearing
are
on
the
VeI.
as
W.
Ward.
ing the appointment of committees.
Grand Master G.
the Grand Canyon, and as tho Itiner- shows that very little dependence can
gas; Deputy Grand Master James G. Tho address of Grand Master 'f!A same stage. The applause was evenly
Detroit, Mich., Oct. 1H.
For tho ary of the train bearing tho party lie placed upon the interviews purdivided.
WarSenior
Fitch, Socorro; Grand
was listened to this afternoon
and
e
first time in the history of the city holds no stops In northern Arizona, porting to come from the other memAlthough it was George Ade's
Carlsbad; Grand passed upon. The program for this
den A. N. Pratt,
independents among the the- they are expected to arrive here on bers of the party.
tlie
see
one
of
plays,
to
his
''The
AlbuquerE.
Dame,
Junior Warden W.
evening includes the conference
of
Congressman James A. Tawney is
atrical managers (f this countty have Wednesday. It is quite thoroughly unque ; Grand Treasurer A. J. Maloy, Al- the flist and second degrees upon one Mad Samaritan," rank a3 one or the obtained
a foot hold in mis city, by se- derstood that these congressmen are one of the republican whips of the
failures,
yet
opportunity
season's
the
A.
A.
Secretary
buquerque;
Grand
candidate.
and Mr. Tawney took an active
was given him in the production of curing a lease ot ihe Lafayette The- making the trip at the request of MilGrand Senior
Keen, Albuquerque;
The election
The lea- e of the Livingston lionaire Frank Murphy and other part In electing "I'ncle Joe" Cannon
wj,y
"Just Out of College," at the Lyceum, ater. company
iHjaeon James S. Donovan. Raton; place tomorrow. of officers
Arizona,
wealthy
men
Stork
terminates
of
southern
and
to the speaker's chair at the last sesThe
toda,
closing to redeem himself, to show that his
Grand Junior Deacon J. W. Wilson, tomorrow with a ban session
pnna Arv Tim from now on the house will be open who are paying all expenses, and the sion of congress, and Mr. Tawm'-et at the Ma- I linniii. nml art
Roswell; Grand Chaplain W. D. Clay- sonic temple.
managers,
necindependent
among
to
must
pleasure
the
Arizonlans
of
ney expects to support Mr. Cannon for
the
story of the young graduate w ho goes
ton, Albuquerque; Grand Sword Hearer
whom are Mrs. Minnie Muddern Flake, essarily be the pleasure of the con- the chair at tho coming1
congress.
r
Sen-toJ. P. Mc.Nulty, Cerrillos; Grand
David llelasi o, James K. Hackett, and gressmen, and the very fact that the Those who know say that "I'ncle Joe"
Fe;
Steward C. J. Crandall, Santa
others. Last year the independents men who laid out the itinerary of the Is for Joint statehood and tliar !f It
Grand Tyler A. M. Whitcomb, Albuplayed at the Avenue theater, and pre- congressional train did not provide for isn't Joint statehood for tho territories
SAVING
M.
&
LOAN
R.
HAS
Raton;
querque; C. D. Stevens,
vious to that at Harmonie Hall, which stops at. any of the northern points it will bo no statehood for fifty years.
Kendall,
A.
L.
Turner, Silver City;
was altogether luadequato for such shows that they don't propose to let Once let Oklahoma, with her million
Cenillos; J. P. Mc.Nulty, Cerrillos;
performances.
the congressmen rub up against any and a half peop.e, become a star on
H.
K.
Stephens anil Richard
Henry
DOORS
ASSIGNED
AND
more joint statehood advocates than the flag of the I'uion and statehood
Hanna, Santa Fe; Frank Johnson.
MANITOBA SCHOOL LANDS
Is positively necessary.
for the southwest territories has goue
Cerrillos;
San Marcial; J. W. Sullivan.
SOLD TO MAKE TITLE.
Tim Arizona papers against Joint glimmering.
Jones,
City;
P.
F.
J. V. Carter, Sliver
Tyndall, Man., Oct. M. Under in- - statehood and the southern Arizona
Ileveridge
Senator
favors Joint
t.
Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 10. Tne In- warranto proceedings In the clrcult struction from the Department of the correspondents
Denver; J. D. Tinsley and
of the Associated statehood, ami the president favors
J .as Criir.-s- ;
Hcning,
Raton;
Frank
demnity Savings & Loan company, a court on Saturday last, with a view interior, the sections comprising the I'ress have been loud in proclaiming Joint statehood, and it will bo either
John Corbett, Demlng; C. A. Calioon. l.atiking house In Superior street, of preventing the company from con- town Bite or lyndaii and adjoining that the members of this congression-sections- , Joint statehood or nothing for half a
Roswell; .1. E. WhltmoTO "Snd A. 1).
tinuing business in this state. The
being part of the school u party, a.l of whom voted for the century.
tailed to open its doors today. The attorney general charges
Goldberg. Tm'umeari: J. H. Cecil,
that the com- lands, were sold today by W. M. In-- jointure measure at tho last session
following
Hudson,
notice was posted at the en- pany has violated the state banking gram, Inspector of school lands. This jot congress, had been won over to the CONNECTICUT BAPTISTS
Richard and Thomas
Deming; .1. I'. Chase, Socorro; T. C. trance:
laws.
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION.
sale enables people living on these single measure, or none at all. as a
company
"This
Deshon. Gallup; Robeit Kellanin.
has made an assignW. R. Sanborn Is president of the! lauds to acquire perfect title to the! result of the trip they are now taking.
Merlden, Conn., Oct. 18. The anV.
Motion,
Carlsbad;
A.
the benefit of Us creditors, company. The officers of iho institu land occupied by them. Similar sales and Interviews purporting to come nual convention of the ltaptlsts of
John
ment
"Fleming Jones, Ias Cruees; J. C. to H. H. Sanborn, who will make a tion declare that It Is absolutely sol- win ue neia duiing the i lew weeks from
different members of the party. Connecticut opened here this uiorulng,
J.
Kelly.
Cliyton;J.
City;
tfiack,
Silver
financial statement as soon as an In- vent and that the depositors can read- at Edmonton, I.educ, U'ltasklwan,
in which they are quoted as having at the Main Street Uaptlst church.
R. C. Urackott, Raton; T. H. Wells, ventory can be made."
ily be paid in full. They
is unusually large. Trie
Innisfall, Didsbury, Calgary, openly declared themselves in favor The a;
state
Kentucky; and W. M. Merger, Helen.
The concern was one against which that the action of the attorney general Hlgk River and I'incher Creek, all
of single statehood for Arizona and convention will remain in session
lafgest
Attorney
This is the
General Bliss began
uo was without due cause.
attdance en
ayaiust Joint atatehod are to be seen I'hree days
la Albotta.
j
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Congressman Jerry Simpson Merman Schiffer Declares Mis
Suffered a Hemorrhage
Brother, the Alamosa
but Quickly Rallied.
Banker's Not

Pueblo, Colo., Qct. 16. Seventeen
persons were injured, one perhaps fatally, by the wrecking of the west
bound
Missouri Pacific passenger
train No. 7 at Kitburn, sixteen miles
east of Pueblo, at 6:30 o'clock this
morning. The accident was caused by
the sp.eading of the rails. The last
three cars of the train, a Pullman
sleeper, tourist sleeper and day coach,
were overturned. The most seriously
Injured was W. J. Windle, of Salem,
Kan., who may die.

BANKER JOHNSON GOES
TONIGHT TO THE PEN.
Denver, Oct. 1C. The state supreme
court, after considering the case for
three weeks, this morning denied the
application for a supersedeas for F. M.
Johnson, president of the defunct Fidelity Savings association. He will be
taken to the Canon City Penitentiary
tonight to serve a sentence of between
two and three years.

Because

NORWAY SELECTS HER FLAG UNITARIANS

RAIL

Washington, D. C Oct. 16. The supreme court ot the United States to- day named October 2, 13fl6. as tho date
for argument of the iirlgation suit of!
the state of Kansas against Colorado.
The Kansas authorities are to have
three months from date to file their
brief, those of Colorado three months,
more, and those ot the United States
still three additional months.

TER DECLINES

Cases and no Election to the Federated
Deaths Since Yester-- .
Church Conference

kof

CAUSED

BAPTIST MINIS-

Six New

ENGINEER, FIREMAN, TRAMP

FLED

XUMHKU 205

IS .ABOUT OVER

Criminals
Colorado Supreme Court Does Are Killed-Wor-- Seventeen lujured
Nothing For Bank PresNear Pueblo.
ident Johnson.
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YELLOW FEVER

Suit Owl Train is Wrecked at
Kansas Colorado
Fresno, Cal., Early
Over Irrigation Put
off For a Year.
This Morning.
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BLACKMAILER

,

1

audl-foreig- n

.

New Haven, Conn., Oct. 16. He.
George H. Ferris, pastor of the Baptist church, declined yesterday to be
a delegate to the coming meeting ot
the federated churches in Philadelphia, because of the refusal' to admit
Unitarian churches. He declared such
an action uncharitable and unchristian.
MISSING ALAMOSA BANKER
NOT IN NEW YORK HIDING
New York, Oct. 16. Denial was
made yesterday by Herman Schiffer

that his brother, Abraham, who was
connected with the defunct bank la
Alamosa, Colo., was hiding in Schlf-fer'-s
house In this city.
Herman
Schiffer said he had not seen his brother since September 28, and that ha
did not know where he is.
NAVY WANTS

SMALL

PRACTICE ALSO

GUN

Washington, D. C, Oct. 16. For the
purpose of making the men of the
navy as proficient in the use of Bmall
arms as they are in the use of big
guns of their ships, the government la
establishing a target rsrtge at
Cuba, that will be one of the
most complete. of its kind in the world.
Guantanamo Is regaided as an ideal
place for rifle practice. The range ia
on the reservation over which this
government control as a naval station, and is removed from settlements,
so that practice of this character can
be carried dn with safety. A recent
report of the depaitment shows that
already two hundred targets have been
erected, and when completed, there
will be five hundred.
These range
will he at 200, 300, 600 and 1,000 yard
In length. The range will be utilised
in the winter nayal manuevers. Suit
able medals and other awards of ex- cellence in markmanshlp have been
provided as Incentives for the men
to attain a high degree of efficiency.
Divided according to their records, the
men will be arranged in clases, so
that the ' dpartment will at all times
know who the best shots of the navy
are and where they are stationed. The
record of a ship, both with small arms,
and the main and secondary batteries,
will be taken into consideration In
assigning the ships to special lines of
duty.
Guan-tanam-

o,

-

,
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PRISONERS CONVICTED AT RECENT TERM OF COURT SENTENCED THIS AFTERNOON MR.
CLANCY MADE PARTY DEFENDANT IN INJUNCTION SUIT.
This morning in chambers District
Attorney Frank W. Clancy appeared
before Judge Abbott and filed demurrers to the p.eas of abatement filed by
Attorneys W. 11. Childers, M. E. Hick-e- y
and Frank Moore in a number of
criminal cases in which these attorneys appear as counsel for the defendants. The district attorney demurs to
the pleas on the ground that the facta
set up do not show an actual Injury
to the defendants. The court has the
demurrers under advisement.
Court Sentences Prisoners Convicted
at Thl Term.
This afternoon Juuge Abbott sentenced the prisoners convicted at this
term of court. The sentences were
as follows:
Thomas Median, convicted of larceny of a dwelling, was fined $30 and
ordered committed until such fine
was paid.
William Moore, convicted of burglary, was sentenced to six mouths and
one day In the penitentiary. The court
was lenient with Moore, as it was
shown that last week he prevented a
wholesale jail delivery by Informing
the guards of a plot among the prisoners to escape.
Henry McDergle, who pleaded guilty to obtaining money under false pretenses and forgery, was given thirty
days in the county jail for the first of- tense and one year in the penitentia-hous- e
ry for the second offense. The peni- tentlarv sentence was suspended, how
,
ever, pending good behavior.
the nero wl Iter,
William K. lx-epon
who was convicted of assault
tho periou of one Kefugio LunaJ was
to thirty days in the cot nty
JiiL Lee carved up Luna, who was
a dishwasher in Siurges' restaurant
early last summer.
Clancy Party Defendant In Injunction
Suit.
In the Injunction proceedings against the county commissioners, this
morning an amendment was allowed
making District Attorney Frank W.
Clancy a party defendant and setting
up that the district attorney advised
and sheriff to oust
'he coinmHsioin-rr . A. Hubbed and Eslavio Igil from
the rooms In the court house as was
done Attorneys W. U. Childers, E.
W. Dohson and A. H. McMlllen. appearing as counsel for the plaintiffs
also asked that the plaintiffs he allowed to remove the records claimed
by llubbell and to restrain the defendants from forcing their way Into the
vault. The court has the matter under advisement.
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games, was at the hat 164 times, made
hits and 32 runs.
The poor defense shown by Iowa
In thegamewlth the Maroons shows
ttiat the Hawkeye conches were not
shouting "wolf" without cause. The
team is a disappointment and gives no
promise of mum Improvement.
FIVE
for a fowl, but she has tnncht him to
fight between play DIPPED
The
TH0U9AND 8HEEP. obey her In everything. She can tell
ers, conches, police and spectators at
railing, aTlence, or a
.Tak? Stern has returned to I.as Ve- him to sit on
game will do
the Coliimhfa-Wcsleynfrom the Romero sheep dip, after certain spot In the yard, until she re
the sport Immense barm. Whllo the gas
turns, and tne bantam will mind her
brutality of the Wesloyan player who superintending the dipping of 5,0oo and remain
for a period of five or ten
deliberately Jumped upon a prostrate head of the fleece producers. The
minutes at least, walling for his misplayer deserves unqualified disap sheep have been sold to Kansas par- tress
to some back and watching for
proval, the act of Coach Morley in ties and will be shipped to Wichita.
the caresses li knows she will give
(tingglng the offending player behind SHERIDAN INSPECTING
Dim. He will mind everything she
l
the goal posts and assaulting, him
THE COAL MINES. tells him, so far as he Is able, and will
blood spurted from his face was inJoe K. Sheridan. United States coal crow at her command, showing that he
excusable. When college sport takes
undei
her perfectly.
It s ceron the methods of the bar room It mine inspector, with headquarters at tainly stands
a remarkable pet.
Silver City, was at Magan where he
is time to send the offenders into
will inspect the coal mines of the New 8ANTA ' FE ELKS TO
relirement for all time.
The Carlisle Indians present about Mexico Fuel & Iron company. From
BUILD OPERA HOUSE.
as pretty team work as any of the IHran be went, to the mines In the viA meeting of the corporation
of
foot ball elevens this season.
With cinity of .aiuii.
Santa Fe lodge. No. 4i',i), II. p. o. Elks,
Ii;ht but fleet men they have torn
has
been called for Wednesday nlehr.
ELKS
opposing lines to pieces, and, working
p. m.. In the lodge
18, at 7:.1
WILL BUILD HOME.I October
with the precision of well oiled marooms, Santa Fe. at which time the
1,1
i atio air
nn wi 1.0.-,
.
u,,r,1,
iht
chinery, fought their way to the covet"'
JY'
"""" i"e opera nouse
erlng the building of a handsome, t wo- ed goal line.
be fu '
d""'u-wn all prob-wiupper
story
part
building,
of
which
the
f
Lovers of fairness In racing- are
""' sealed.
be fitted up as the finest Elks'
commenting upon the displacement of
he Santa Fe DECEMBER AND MAY ONCE
Judge Murphy at Iatonia.
Judge hall In the territory,
have
the bulld-- j
MORE FAILED TO AGREE,
Murphy punished horsemen for appar- Mks
and are minded to provide
John M. Ar(.!l(,r wa8 ,;2
a
ent unfairness at the summer meeting aingfinefever
of
opera
for
house
the capital.
at the tlme of ,8 marrla
ln AugllHti
at Ivatonia, and some or these nien
1903, at Clayton, N. M., and his bride
had a pull that Is said to have been the PURCHASED FAT LAMBS
was 22, according to the testimony
cause of Murphy's retirement. When
a
AY - O T a
ln the county
a track management refuses to upof
W. J.
.per.
Colo.
hold Its judges who rule in the inter- has been In Estancia several days re- court at Clayton, in a suit for divorce
Atchie. The aged plain- est of clean sport, it is time for pa- celving sheep which he purchased Inl
following
trons of the game to keep their dol- the valley. He received a splendid Hff
tliat lu
his
bis wife deserted him,
lars in their pockets.
bunch of lambs from Duncan McGil- - and marriage
ne was granted a divorce.
The division of receipts in the llvray, which were about the top
professional notch. One of this bunch, less than
world's championship
NEW MEXICO CHEATED OUT
base ball series between New York six months old, tipped the
at a
OF MINING STANDING.
and Philadelphia, which" closed Satur- little over 100 pounds. Mr. scales
Is
Hapney
Director of the Mint Roberts gives
day and was won by New York, will well pleased
purchases
his
with
here. the total production of gold ln New
net the winning players $1,142 each
Mexico for the year 1H04, at $38,900.
and the losers $420. This is a pretty SHOT HIMSELF
Why, the Last Chance mine, in the
good compensation
for five days'
THROUGH THE HAND. Mogollon district, produced
not far
work.
Last Friday morning at Moriarty.
that amount in gold and silver
Jake Wooster had the misfortune to from
bullion every month. The natives of
shoot himself through the hand with
LINE TO TEXICO
Altos alone produce nearly
a revolver. He started after a hawk. PInos
,
of ,,,
ttiat amount,, every year, in
gun
In
hand,
slipped
fell,
but
L,.M,
i ln
and
and
IS NOW CERTAIN
ne came (town on an extra train to is that New Mexico is cheated out of
PRESENT SHOPS OF PECOS VAL- Estancia and Dr. Norris dressed the rlgntful production,, evety year,
by
LEY ROAD WILL ALSO BE RE- wound. He is doing as well as could Texas and Colorado, where most of
the
BUILT,
AND WITH THE YARD- be expected.
ore Is Bent for treatment. Silver City
AGE,
COVER
WILL
FORTY
Enterprise.
RATTLESNAKE KILLED
ACRES OF GROUND.
NEAR SANTA FE. SANTA FE PEOPLE TO
Vere Boyle and Charles C. Catron,
A special dispatch
from Amarillo,
BE MARRIED IN ARIZONA.
of Smta Fe, while strolling along the
Texas, dated October 13, says:
Invitations have been received in
near
road
Bowers'
place,
any
discovered
no
longer
is
the
doubt
There
of
Simla Fe for me marriage of Pedro
,
intention of the Santa Fe railway a rattlesnake which they immediately H. Samoza to Miss Carnielita
company to extend the gulf lines from proceeded to kill. When measured,
Flagstaff, Arizona, Monday
at
feet next. The ceremony will be performBrownwood
to Texico, from which the reptile was four and
point the main line Is now being con- long, with sl. rattles and a button. It ed by Bishop Granjoan, of that dioput up a game tight for its life, but cese, at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, at
structed for connection with Albu- two
aeainst one was too many for it. the Catholic church. Mr. Samoza was
querque.
T,ie Material, for the work is being This is the first rattlesnake that has formerly a resilient of the Capital City
Mi.ss
hastened to Texico as well as Brown-wood- , been killed inside the city limits of and has many friends there.
Monlano Is alto well known in Santa
and a further extension of the Santa Fe for a number of years.
system from Canyon Cltv to Lubbock, COLONEL
Fe, having visited in that city a numAND MRS. FROST
ber of times.
where the Gulf extension will be tapGONE
TO
WASHINGTON.
ped, is assured.
The present shops
Colonel Frost and Mis. Frost, Mr. WHERE SUNNYSIDE
IS
of the Pecos Valley lines In this city and Mrs. C. T. Brown,
and Elmer
AND WHY IT'S THERE.
will be rebuilt, to cover with yardage, Marsh,
spending
a
after
dav
enjoyably
Sunnyside
is
situated on the east
forty acres, and will give employment In the Windy City,
left Chicago last banks of the beautiful Pecos river,
to 1.000 or 1,200 men. Double-heade- r
Friday for Washington, l). C, and nine miles northeast of old Fort Sumtrains of steel and ties are of dally oc- were expected
to arrive at the national ner, in Guadalupe county, New Mexcurrence out of Amarillo to Texico. capital Saturday
afternoon. Colonel ico, says the Sun. The incentive for
The Pecos Valley road Is to be en- Frost and Mr. Brown,
while, In Wash- the creation of a town at this point
tirely rebuilt and put Into condition to ington, will
attend the sessions of the was caused mainly by the building of
carry the fast transcontinental passen- supreme
council of the thirty-thirdethe Belen cut off branch of the Santa
ger, express and freight service.
gree ut
and Accepted Scot- Fe railroad. Here the railroad crosses
The entire line of the Fort Worth tish Rite Ancient
of Free .dasonry.
the Pecos river, and here it Is that
& Denver road is being relaid
with
the railroad' company will build the
seventy-fivpound steel, and concrete THE DOG ESCAPED,
big iron bridge; to cost not. less than
abutments are being put ln for all
BUT HAND WOUNDED.
a million dollars. Here it is that
bridges and abutments. Hundreds of
Last Friday night as Marshad David half
laborers are doing this work. The Sandoval, of Las Vegas, was wending the topography, both on the surface
and below, changes. The east side of
new steel Is being laid inside the old his way home, he
met a dog which he the Pecos, with its rich
valleys, and
rails and connected up, and when en- thought had no business on the
streets beautiful, verdant prairies, is noted
tire sections of track, a mile or more and pulled his
to
dispatch
Spanish
in
history, as the land of
In length i.ie unspiked and shoved out the can ne.
The gun
on the right of way, the new steel is at tne proper momentrefused to work "Pura agua" (pure water), while on
then spiked into place without delay- - shal took hold of It with both hands the west banks the conditions are not
so favorable. The town of Sunnyside
ing trarac In any way.
In an attempt to
derived its name from the noted Suntne work s being done under the, While thus occupied, the weapon
nyside springs,
(Jeneral, Superin- - ploded, the bullet passing through the northeast of town. located two miles
,Vf
youer, rormerly super- - fleshy part of his left hand, tear! ne out
intendent of the Colorado & South- a large chunk. Dr. Desmarals was ImThe Graphic says: J.
Dennis, for
ern at Trinidad.
mediately called to dress the wound. the past year Santa Fe E.ticket agent
He round that while no bones were at the Demlng station, left for AlbuLOUIS WACH AND MISS FAR- broken, the wound Is an exceedingly querque,
by Jon
RI8 MARRIED AT ROSWELL. nas.ty one, and will incapacitate the Powers ofand is succeeded
Kansas City. Mr. Dennis
Louis Wachs or Denver and Miss marshal for several days.
has made many friends here, whose
Edith Farrls of Roswell were married
best wishes will follow him to his
AN
OBEDIENT BANTAM
Wednesday morning at 9 o'clock. One
new field of labor.
PET ROSWELL ROOSTER
hundred and twenty-fivinvitations
Little Miss Gertrude Joyner, daughwere issued. Dr. G. E. Mcline was
POUND SALE.
ter
Dr.
of
W. T. Joyner, has a pet banlest man and Miss Margaret Patterson
One bay pony, 6 or 7 years old,
tam
rooster. While it. might be an white face, also left hind foot white;
maid of honor. The bride and groom
left Roswell for Denver, their future easy thing to make a pet of a chicken, branded on left hip. Will be sold at
it is something that is not often done, the city pound Wednesday morning,
home.
to the extent that this little girl has October 18, at 10 o'clock.
Don't wait for an explosion cook done. Miss Gertrude's pet banatm was
THOMAS McMILLIN,
with gas the humane way.
secured when It was well up ln age,
City Marshal.
61
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SPORTING...

...BREVITIES
Young Teddy Roosevelt is finding
the foot ball rushes at Harvard suffi-

ciently strenuous to make him glad
he is the son of his father. In his
first practice game he landed at the
bottom of a squirming mass of players, and when they were disentangled
it vas fotnd that the president's soi
haj u iong gash in his Fcali f.o.p
which blood flowed freely. The young
man gamely continued the game to
tha end.
Willie Fitzgerald, the Brooklyn
lightweight, who is training in Ixis
Angeles, wants a match with Jimmle
Gardner, who is also on the Pacific
coast, and will take him on at any
weight he demands and cut money
any way he likes.
fight
After Being the Nelson-Brit- t
pictures, .Toe Gans gave it a3 his
opinion tilt Nelson had tha beltrr
of the fight all the way through. This
is a contrary opinion to that expressed
by Britt's followers, but Gans ought to
be a pretty fair Judge of pace and distance inside the roped arena.
In a recent interview. Battling Nelson said: "Jimmy Brltt, to my mind,
Js entitled to the first chance with tne,
and then I will take on the others as
they follow in prestige and reputation.
No one is going to be barred and no
one will be overlooked." Challenging
the Dane is one way of getting some
cheap advertising for ambitious little
fellows whose managers must keep
them in the snorting spotlight.
BASKET BALL TERM.

j

Tlam? tii

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Out of the city until October 24, or
later.
tun.uno J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 8U6 Kail road avenue Office hour
:50 a. m. to IK: 90 p. m.j 1:30 p. m. to I

p. m. Telephone
ojr mall.
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ALBUQUERQUE, NET MEXICO

made

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
W.
Prompt attention atven to all
bufdnesa pertaining to the profaalon.
VV til
practice In ail courta of the territory and before the United States lard

Capital and Surplus

M.

$100,000

oftipa

ra

M. Bond.

i.
copyrights,

patents,

f

82

ATTOKNET-AT-lA-

W., Washington.

v..

street,

N.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Fe alone, lands,

cavlats, letter

pat-

ents, trade marka, clalme
R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
W.
ATTORNE
N. at. Office, Flrai isatlnnal Bank build
ing.
E. W. Dobson.

f

!
WITH AMPLE MEANS

Crotn- -

Office

ATTORNET-AT-LA-

AND UNSURPASSED

block, Albn jerque. N. M.
John H. 8tingie.
ATTORNET-AT-LABulte 16. N. T.
Armljo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
well

ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling- ,
rord, rooms
Barnett building,
Albuquerque, N: M. Both 'phones.
CIVIL ENGINEERS.
D. F. MACROLLING,

engineering, surveying and
211 Railroad avenue.
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

Civil

drafting.

THE

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

FACILfni

OF

ALBUQUER

M.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCf
80LICIT3 NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $160,000.00
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
SOLOMON I IIMi D. i j
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson
At.t
wm. Mcintosh
solomon Luna
GERGE.A'
J. C. BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLAP.kwPi i
E

CRO

DEPOSITORY

A. L. Morgan.
TIII3 INPEPENDKNT CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully
furnlshod; Job work sollcted. Automatic
phone 724: ehon 911 North Second atreet.
Albuquerque, N. M.

LL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA
FE RAILWAY

FIRST NATIONAL

PHYSICIANS.

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

C. H. Canner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
All
successfully
diseases
treated.
Offllce
Barnett bunding.
9
Hours,
to 2 and 2 to 4. Both tele
phones. Sundays by appointment.
VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.
surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and hogs treated by
the latest, up to date, approved, scientific methods. OVce at Trimble's
stables. Old 'phone, 3; fruto., 122.
FALL TERM.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Bookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

Officers and Directors
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS

"

KSK.::::::::::::.:';:::

R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

,
. .. . .

"

. V.

"S
....

AVaiitiBt CMhler
Director

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

ing.
DAY AND

EVENING 8ESSION.
For partipulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Library building. East Railroad ave
nue.

&

1500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railway Company

The State National Bank
OF ALBUQUERQUE

ASSAYERS.
CORBET & COLLINS,
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
States Deputy Mlnera4 Surveyors.
ASSAYERS.
East aide of Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

S
S

e

f
f
f
'

S

t

What's the use of a helper If
he isn't willing? Willingness Is an ample mantle which will at
most cover all the sins of serv- ice.
But a classified advertise- ment ln The Evening Citizen Is a
willing helper that is not only
absoultely competent, but also Is V
a willing worker. It works all V
the time for yon. It Is the best V
and most economical publicity in
the world.
1

tmtim mi

Dont Borrow Trouble.
It Is a bad habit to borrow anything,
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, Is trouble. When sick, sore,
heavy, weary, and worn-ou- t
by the
palng and poisons of dyspepsia, bilious
nese, Brlght's disease, and similar internal disorders, don't sit down and
brood over your symptoms, but fly for
reuer to Electric Bitters. Here you
win find sure and permanent forget
fulness of all your troubles, and your
body will not be burdened by a load of
debt disease. At all druggists. Price
50c. Guaranteed.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(H. E. No. 8471.)
Department of the Interior, Land of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 25,

Full of Tragic Meaning
are these lines from J. II. Simmons, of
Lasey, la. Think what might have resuited from his terrible cough if he
had not taken the medicine about
which ho writes:
"I had a fearful
cough, which disturbed my night's
I
rest.
tried everything, but nothing
I
would relieve U. until
took Dr
King's New Discovery for Consump
tion, Coughs and Colds, which completely cured me.' Instantly relieves
and permanently cures all throat and
lung diseases;
prevents grip and
guarpiiwumonia.
At all druggists;
anteed; 60c and J1.00. Trial bottle
free.

KILLthe

and

CURE

WITH

couch
LUNGS

THE

.$100,000.00
.$250,000.00

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON. Cashier.

A

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
I. H. COX, Manager.
)
.
Iron THnA
Irnn Ptna
mttt,a
H
ruiings ana.
'1 '
r
""'"s".
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line
tures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Auto. 'Phone. 671.
412 W. Railroad Ave.
1

0
0

a

0

s

.

.

vaives, M.
steam and
of bath room Ox--

yv..A.'s.

a

"OLD RELIABLE"

Colo. 'Phone. 234.

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

v

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries'
ln the Southwest.

1905.

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
In support of his claim, and that said
proof will
be made before tha
probate clerk at Albuquerque, N
M., on November 4, 1905., viz.: Don'
aclano Valencia, for the southwest
quarter of section 2, township 8 north,
range s eaBt.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his
continuous
residence
upon and cultivation of said land, viz.:
Jacolio Valencia, of Chllili, N. M.j
Jose Mora, of Chilill, N. M .; Alelan
dro Ronqulllo, of Chilill, N. M.; Adam
uopez, or Cllllll, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register

.

We have tad a yery satisfactory growth since the
establishment
or our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we
should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

WILLING HELPERS

-

"Toss."
The academic council overruled the
dean of the lay school and Capt Reynolds' PennBy's star half back, wim,e
allowed to play on the team. Rey.
nolds has received permission to matriculate as a
student,
a course that the dean says does
not
exist at the college. On the other
hand, the charge is made that the
dean has been accused of an enmity
against all forms of amletics.
Prize fighters are aa prodical as
prima donnas. On their way up to the
(The United States consul at Frel neighboring towns, and the transpor- each $tiD,4L'3.
top of the heap money comes easily
The agricultural proand continuously. When they start burg, Germany, E. Theophilus Liefeld, tation of bodies to the cemetery from ducts sold amounted to $12,666 (a baa
downward, money shuns their path in has Just sent in an interesting report the city. The bodies are taken to the year); milk, $11,829; manure, $1,973;
chapel
cemetery on the day of cattle sold, $11,300. The city bought
a most scandalous manner. John
upon the remarkable degree of munic- death. atNothe
funeral procession taken fodder to the amount of $15,084, catwho made hundreds of thous
tle, $12,518; and paid $5,469 in wages.
ands ta tols time, died penniless. Yan ipal ownership and control of public u place in the town.
kee Sullivan didn't leave enough cash tilltles in that city.
Just a Few Items.
The value of the fields is estimated at
Freiburg has
A peculiar institution is the invalid $214,432.
on hand to defray funeral expenses. To.uou inhabitant nn.l u In tha
imperial
an
insurance
tax.
institution
was
All larger anlmls must be slaughter13
cents in John Clow's .innhv nf n:.,i..n
Ihere
.
nri,
t..a
which prevails all over Germany. ed at the city abbatolr. The fees colpockets when the undertaker came.
which be calls attention are biieflv s There Is a tax of $2.,S8, payable every lected for this
Billv Poole, who hful
amounted to $23,071.
111 111111
l h v,
ri 'l l"KlV
,...
ivf .r , th- - three months for each servant. The Other receipts brought It up to $44,798,-ThIn hla rinu- rnvnnr
Hollar.
H
J .
Ill,..!.Mli I'lIM
"
may
!"
paid
serl":
In
by
be
tax
"K
part
the
ns'JI
"l
of
two
net receipts were $6,761.
them in his .lead hand. Ned ,."
vant or wholry by the employer. The
O'Ualdwin. Johnny Heenan, Johnny
Admissions to the city gardens
linb-btli'.ei-city's
The
!
tT.ITS.is
yeai
s
cribing
was
for
brought
$ll.;i32.
total
Griffin. John Gully, and a long list of'
$l,i'3. Other receipts made
good money getters once passed to
a
a a
.
a 4 a a
a
a
j.
a
a
a
a
4 'a
4
a
a
a
i
their reward wiihout a cent to their
Freiburg believes in the municipal ownership of every enterpiise possible.
credit. Of the pugilists now living wnu
It has followed the idea for many years.
have made big money with their fists,
Freiburg controls.
how many of them have held onto the!
'
Electric railway.
Cem. tery.
Invalid inMtnuice,
vast sums that poured through their
(as
works,
Savings bank,
Building hits
They are so few that the;
hands?
'l',"'HUr',
Orchestra.
Public kitchen
Xiub'ers of one hand will Buffice to'
water oiks.
Daily Newspaper,
Kbet ric liyhn
toutit them all.
Schools,
Vineyards,
Infirmarv.
Chicago is on the fight may again,
Slaughter.
Forests.
Km. Department,
and if boxing can be conducted along
Pawnshop,
Stock company,
Fire Department.
lines approved by Mayor' Dunne, thej
ihubu iiie coiuuicicii nut necoiarily lor prolit, but lor the benefit or the inhabitants.
Windy Lity should witness some Interf
esting contests this winter.
Mayor
Dunne clings to the
Idea 804. It is claimed tha: lit h practical In case of sickness the help are
It $7.17:!.
Patt of the money
wo.;i l
the city J pr.n-'i- y
that prize fights should be conducted
tended by specially appointed doctors spent for keep, for plans, for animals
along legitimate lines; he Is opHised wi.:'ii t .vjic! pv much as its ilideb'.od- - or at the hospitals. There was no de- and for the orchestra fund.
to fake mills, plug uglies and round--r- s ne.
ificit.
Love the Theater.
Tec city
game. His
iM
dominating the
This de-- i
The pawnshop showed a siirnhis of
The chy contributes $32,606 anviews will meet the approval of all lov-- , partnient has turned Into the city $221. At the close of the fiscal year nually !,, tne theater. The theater Is
7 net.
treasury
ers of honest sport.
there were in pawn articles unon not self supporting, but the city takes
Now that Nelson is going to side- The benefit
fund shows which the city had loaned $Jii,3'.l.
the
that it is a necessity, and
step tlie fighting game for a while, the a .surplus of $1,890 out of $o8,541t in
Much revenue was from the public would as M,,,,, think of managing the
big fellows w ill have a chance at the receipts.
building for rental.
schools at a prolit as the theater. The
center of the stage. Not in years
The Electric Plant.
The city orchestra gies 12S regu- theater spent $1,063 for management.
It .id i lighting
have their been so many aspiring
its stieets, Frei-- lar performances. In summer the
$38,381 f,,- actors and singers, ami
heavyweights anxious to do something burs
$25,224 worth of light and
gives concerts several times $5,171 toward the orchestra fund.
to advance their prestige as now. f.l 7L'7 worth of power to private par- - a wei k in the parks. It is allowed
Freiburg collects an "octroi" tax on
Some of the big fellows include Al ties, got
tor the h of Its
wet k.--' vacation, during which all food products brought into the city.
Kaufman, Marvin Hart, Gus Ruhlin, ters. and SHOWED A SURPLUS OFitime the city lures another band. The The amount was $71,600.
John Wille, Mike Schreck, Jack John- $3,I7S, BESIDES PROVIDING THE peoplo lini.-- t have their music.
Tim "People's Kitchen" serves supson, Sam Berger anil a few others. POWEH. FOR.. THE. ELECTRIC
The summer concerts on. Sundajs per for 4 s cents and dinners for 5. it.
Frank Gotch passed off the stai;e LINES.
are free. The surplus from the or- and 7.1 cei.ts; soup 14 cents a howl,
when he was done by a fourth-rateThe stiii t rail way svs'ein showed chestra of
men was $28S.
and coffee, 1.7 cents a cup.
named "Boomer" Weeks, who disposed a surplus of $::,"n().
Runs a Farm.
The wati r department paid Into the
of him in twelve rounds out in WashThe gtis works showed a balance of
The city pensions Its officials and treasury $71,315, and to employes
ington.
over $3,G' on the right side of the teachers an their widows and or- $5,366.
Unofficial figures place Hahn, of ledger.
phans. There was a $2,288 deficit
The city savings bank has 23,826
New Yor, at the head of the American
The cemetery turned over $13,440 to made up by the city.
depositors' .,,! i;,3l9,soi In deposits.
League batting list, with a percentage the city treasury. This Included the
The itv fields are enriched by its
'Hie school are not entirely free, a
of .331. He has participated in 45 sale of $2,279 worth of casket
to sewake. The rec eipts and outlay wete small fee being charged.
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Montezuma Trust Co.

LAWYERS.
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.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DENTISTS.

free-for-a-

OCT. 18, 1905.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Territorial Topics

tin-ti-

MONDAY,

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.

0
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WE

HAVE HIT THE

MARK

With our new rates
on residence
lighting.
See the Light Man

AS

FOURTH

AND

GOLD

AVE.

cocooccoococcocococccooo

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
9ANTA FE, N.

THE

FORTY-SEVENT-

H

M.

YEAR BEGINS

BRO. BOTULPH,

SEPT. 4, '05
PRESIDENT

Dr. King's

New Discovery
Pries
$1.00
rasC 01GHS and Free Trial.
SOc

A Pleasure to All.
No I'll! is as pleasant and positive as

&

OLDS

b ureal mid tiuiekent Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEH BACK.

I

,

A. W. HAY DEN

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
PeW'ilt's Little Early Risers. These!
Famous Little Pills are so mild and
Office and Factory
effective that children, delicate ladies
4U' WEST COPPER AVENUE.
and weak people enjoy their cleansing!
effect, while stroiiR people say they
Albuquerque, N. M.
are the bet liver pills sold. Sold by
Phones,
Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.
druggists.
all
',4
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Th&s

(BS

0

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

0

OF THE

Ffost National Bank

WiLL SOON
BE RAISED

Lots

Double-sU- e

50x142 Feet

PAGE THREE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
AT THE CLOSE OP BUSINESS,

$100, $150, $200

RESOURCES

PiR LOT,

PLAN:

INSTALLMENT

Loans and Discounts,

Only $10.00 Down, $ 1.00 Per Week

0

Eastern Addition, Highland
Sixteen of these lots sold last week

0

0

Surety Investment Comp'y, Owners

0

25, 1905

AUGUST

LIABILITIES

Bonds, Stocks, Real Estate,

63,222.t0

Capital and Profits,
Circulation,

Banking House and Furniture,
United States Bonds, $ 323,000.00

38,500.00

Deposits,

$1,191,220.39

--

Cash and Exchange,

1,310,015.50

Total,

-

285,030.28
200,000.00
2,470,928.21

1,663,015.50

Total,

$2,955,958.49

$2,955,958.49

0

D. K. B. SELLERS, Manager.

Depository of the

0

A. T. & S. F.

Railway System

0
tutes;" and Institutes are mostly held

TO EDUCATORS

August, some of them earlier.
give refer
correspondents
ences, hub Is commendable, but lew
people will take the trouble to consult
I am inclined to think
references.
that the better way is for applicants
for positions to retain the originals of
commendations, and send copies of
theru right along with the application.
HIRAM HADLEY,
S:Terlatenuent ol Public Instruction,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
In

APPORTIONMENT

Many

OF THE TERRITORY
of Education,
Department
v
Prof. Hiram liadley,
Issues Circular.

LEG BROKEN
HERE

PUBLISHED

IN

Evening Citizen Wants!
One Cent Per Word

For the Schools

Made by

Superintendent
tiadley.
BERNALILLO

$1,814.25

WILL GET

for Each ln!wrr!on

Te In rare proper classlf Icatles U far thti Miami matt be la the eff Ice before J 'clock
p. m. Ads hosed receive the tame careful atteatioa taal it givea I adt bnMf kt la oMIca.

BY

BULL'S CHARGE.
Nursing a broken leg which he re
ceived while roping an angry bull, G.
S. Culbertson, a cowboy from Hachlta,
New Mexico, is at Hotel Dieu, says
the El Paso Evening News. Culberson
roped the bull neatly, but his cow
pony was not strong enough to withstand the charge of the bovine, and
was thrown to the ground. In the
fall, Culbertson's leg was fractured.
Hefoie he received medical attention,
Culbertson was obliged to travel 50
miles overland and 150 miles on train.
A few weeks will see Culbertson's
complete recovery.

FULL

OF THE FUNDS

GOOD POSITIONS WAITING
for competent clerical men. The demand tor men w'to
can ftuicesstully handle the various brimhetnt tithe
w e neea at once capsule Accounwork is unceasing
ts
tant. Bookkeepers, Cahiera, C lerks, Collectors,
and J'rivate Secretaries, Other umid posiopen
Salesmen,
tipoo-tvxyear
for
now
tions paving
Executive and Technical men; also many desirable
money to invest with
opportunities for men having
y
stating
position desired.
their servicrs. Write us

HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain

practically
FOR SALE Furniture,
new, of
house. Will also
rent house. 203 North Edith street.
KUk SALE Two-roohouse on
Higli street In Highlands; lots of
trees, etc; lot, 62x142; $J00. E. H.
Dunbar & Co.

The Beer that is making
Albuquerque
Famous

five-roo-

Broken t uu

aALE-G-

od

restaurant,

com-

917 Chemical Building, St. Louis
plete or partly furnished. Cheap, If
In the mail from Santa Fe last SOUVENIR POSTAL CARDS World
Department of Education, Herritory
sold at ouce. 120 West Silver avenight The Citizen received the folwide. Send 10c for card and plan.
nue.
of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
,
lowing statement from Prof. Hiram
Proxy Exchange Club, Bingham-ton- FOR SALE Good horse and saddle.
In reply to your letter the following
Hadley, superintendent of public inN. Y.
Inquire at 213 South Uroadway.
sti uction, and of the funds Borna-lillIs respectfully submitted:
WANTED
gets
couuty
$1,814,120,
San
while
LOST.
1 he correspondent with this office
Carpenters, at once, by LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN A
Miguel county leads, with $1,912. 2o.
WANTED
on educational matter? is quite heavy.
W. Hesselden.
Department of Education, Territory
large, black horse; bears collar mark;
I am pleased to have this, and, so far
of New Mexico, Santa Fe, October WANTED Clean rags. Inquire at
return to Indian school and receive
14, 1U05.
as possible, I desire to give it prompt
The Citizen odlce.
reward.
Of
hands
in
the
funds
Dear
Sir
the
This circular letter will
attention.
WANTED
rhree painters, highest LOST A sterling silver,
of the territorial treasurer to tae
wages. C. A. Hudson.
N. Y. Athletic club medal, last night
answer most of the questions asked
credit of the common school income WANTED Girl to
by teachers outside the territory.
assist with cook-in- s at the Casino. Return to this office
1 have made, fais 14th day of
tund,
New Mexico is developing very rap- SECRETARY METCALF
and receive reward.
and housework. 315 South Third
October, 1905, the following apportion
street.
.
idly, and many new schools are being
LUoi A warranty ueeo from T. S.
among
of
several
ment
counties
the
opened. In many places there Is a
MAY FLY THE COOP the territory, as prescribed by law, WANTED Plain sewing; chlldrens'
Austin and wife to J. HarrlB Chap-pel- l.
scarcity of properly qualified teach619 West
specialty.
clothing
Finder will please return to
No.
a
twehty-fivapportionment
being
said
ers, but It is impossible for this office
A. FleUcher, 212
Railroad avenue.
south Second
OF cents to each person enumerated for
to know where the vacancies exist. HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT BEstreet.
Hi
FOR RENT Large front
room
purposes:
school
LABOR
COMMERCE
AND
supplied
will
be
interesthed
Those
Enumeration. Amt. Ap. good location, 12. Suitable for two
LIEVES THAT MR. ROOSEVELT County.
with our ofiicial school register, and
Co
1,814. -- o gentlemen. 304 South Broadway.
7,257
Bernalillo
IS TOO PREVIOUS.
they can cjiiespcnd "ltn such as
2,615
653.75 WANTEDA
Chaves
woman for general on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
they choose. We cordially invite all
3,3lf
829.25
Apply to Mrs; Dr. Wagons and other Chattels; also on;
housework.
Washington, D. C Oct. 16. Is Vic Colfax
qualified teachers to come and cast
4,026
Dona
1,006.50
717 West Railroad avenue. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE--;
Ana
Pearce,
to
leave
Metcalf
tor
President
H.
a
us.
Mexico
is
New
with
their lot
Eddy
50 (.75 WANTED
2,031
Ladies to bring their hair CEIPTS, as low as 110.00 and as high
great country, and is just at the be Roosevelt's cabinet? That question la Grant
3,536
884.00
work to Mrs. H. E. Rutherford. Ail as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
ginning of a period of remarkable the subject ot considerable gossip la
655.25
2,221
On
Washington Just now, and there are uuauaiupe
Time:
kinds done to order. 113 Iron ave- - and Strictly private.
prosperity.
1,900
490.00
month to one year given. Goods
,nue
. Applicants
for school grade certifi plenty who think that there will be Lincoln
252.50 WANTED
j.,um
In your possession. Our rates
Gentlemen s second-hancates must pass a satisfactory exam a new secretary or uominerce ana McKlnley
643. .
160.75
clothing. No. 615 South First street, are reasonable. Call and see us be
inatlr.n In: Reading, orthography, Labor before many weeks.
Mora
3,890
972.60
Chinese exclusion Is one or tne
penmanship, grammar, geography, Un
south of viaduct. Send address and fore borrowlag.
2,249
562.25
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
ited States history, arithmetic, ele causes of fiiction between Roosevelt Otero
Quay
720
180.00
Steamship tickets to and from all
and Metcalf. The "executive order
ments of pedagogy, and physiology.
woman
girl
or
Competent
WANTED
4,518
1,129.60
parts of the world.
Applicants for first grade certifi which went out this summer forgov-a- Rio Arriba
for general housework In family of
1,400
"Roosevelt
350.00
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
cates must pass a satisfactory exam modification of the requirements
several
two.
afternoons
Can
have
2,176
644.00
315 West Railroad Ave.
Reading, orthography, erninir Chinese exclusion are said to Sandoval
ination in:
and evening a week off. Apply 614
ouo.u
386.26
j.,oio
PRIVATE OFFICES.
grammar, penmanship, geography, Un nave occasioned some resentment on
avenue.
Coal
West
7,64!)
1,912.25
ban Miguel
Open Evenings.
ited States history, constitution of
By
Chicago
manufacturWANTED
Santa Fe
.4,950
1.237.60
the United Stales, advanced arithme
person
of Pneumonia.
ing
of
Wards
trustworthiness
bouse,
.1,260
sierra . .
ol5.00
tic, advanced pedagogy, botany,, zool
and somewhat familiar with local All coughs, colds and pulmonary comSocorro .
4,540
1,135.00
ogy, physiology, elementary algebra,
territory as assistant in branch of- plaints that are curable are quickly
Taos
3,576
894.00
and elementary physics.
fice. Salary $18 paid weekly. Per- cured by One Minute Cough Cure.
Torrance
825
206.25
To entitle an applicant to' a first
position. No investment re- Clears the phlegm, draws out Inflam
manent
. . .
Union
2,214
653.50
a
grade certificate, he must receive
quired.
Previous experience not mation, and heals and soothes the afValencia
..2,687
671.75
per
average
90
cent
the
on
general
of
Address, fected parts, strengthens the lungs,
to engaging.
No
essential
report
estimated.
study,
with
Drescribed branches of
Manager Branches, Como Clock, wards off pneumonia. Harmless and
HIRAM
HADLEY,
per
70
Sim
cent.
no grade lower than
pleasant to take. Sold by all drugChicago.
Superintendent of Public
ilarly, for 'a second grade certificate,
gists.
M
A
N
E
D.
W
ALE
HELP
average
high
must be as
the ger.oral
J bouse,
as 70 per cent with no grade lower
WANT El5tJyialuifin:Tu7rng
MERCHANT TAILORING
TOPICS TAKEN FROM
60
per
cent.
trustworthy assistant for branch of
than
LOROSBURG
LIBERAL.
per
fice; 18 paid weekly; position
Those intending to teach must also
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
Matt Danenhauer, associate editor
manent; no capital required. Pre
present a certificate of attendance
AVENUE, O. BAM
RAILROAD
of
the
Clifton
Era,
a
of
and
member
or
county
upon
some
vious experience not essential. Ad
within the year
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
team
the
players
of
ball
fast
of
that
summer
Manager,
or
city
325 Dear
dress, Branch
formal institute
town, and Miss Bertha Puiker, were
My merchant tailoring shop Is upschool.
born street. Chicago.
in
Paso,
married
El
Thurslast
week,
good
over No. 209 West Railroad
stairs
We cannot issue certificates
RENT
FOR
day, and are now enjoying a wedding
where I solicit the patronage of
in New Mexico on any certificates or
"
trip to the City of Mexico. The Lib FOR RENT Rooms with board. 315 the public. All work guaranteed firstdiplomas from other states. Hut these
South Third street.
eral extends its congratulations.
class, as I have had fifteen years' exmay be used as evidence before the
Win. Farr, prominent business man FOR RENT Rooms with board. 100 perience in the business. Suits made
territorial board by applicants for
of Albuquerque, was In the city the
North Edith street.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
professional certificates.
latter part of the week, and while FOR RENT
Furnished room; gen repaired. The specific I use will not
The territorial board of education
here contracted to buy a thousand
Is empowered "to issue territoria
tleman preferred. 213 West Mar- - Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
- " -- "
Vntlf
" '
ill i- lhead of cattle from the Mansfielu
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to persons whom
teac'iors" certifi-ate- s
nitette avenue.
Land and Cattle company. The cattle
it rrai-- 1'.rni (iiiuI.IkJ bv reason of
SECRETARY METCALF.
Two furnished rooms to order. Give me a trial.
run
are to lie delivered in Loidsburg on
O. BAMBINI.
their moral character, academic schol
for llnht housekeeping. Inquire at
arshln. knowledge of the theory am the part of Secretary Metcalf, who the 25th of this month, and will be
300 North Uroadway.
Faith Not Necessary.
to Imeprial, California, where
art of teaching and actual practice in telt that lie had been ignored as well shipped
FOR RENT Six room, modern house, You may be just as skeptical and pes
they will be fattened for market.
teaching."
The lowest qualifications as overruled.
1.
to
be
in,
November
let
from
cloee
slmlstic as you please. Kodol will
Since the president's
return to From the record of the observations
entitling to such certificate must
Apply to F. F. Trotter.
digest what you eat whether you eat
equal the full professional course in Washington thu Secretary of Com- of the weather taken by Voluntary FOR RENT
Nice room, everything or not. You can put your food In a
E. W. Clap), it is learneu
either of the normal schools of New merce and Labor has not attended Observer
new and pleasant. 415 North Sec- bowl, pour a little Kodoi Dyspepsia
all the cabinet sessions, and at one, tliat the highest temperature In SepMexico.
ond street
Cure on It and It will digest It the
In the administration of this law, at which illness prevented his attend- tember was i)'J degrees, on the liist
of foreign immigra (lay, and the lowest was 4'J, on the FOR RENT One nicely furnished same as It will" In your stomach. It
the board Is Its own Judge, but those ance, the subject up,
3u5
North can't help but cure Indigestion and Dyfront room: modern.
discussed and a last day. Theru fell during the month
holding diplomas from standard nor- tion was taken
."ill
spepsia. It Is curing hundreds and
2.
6
inches
upon.
policy
Edith
street.
was
rain.
were
Metof
There
diplomas
Mr.
determined
mal schools in the states, or
some had faith and some
from reputable colleges accompanied calf felt again that the matter might clear days, 9 partly cloudy, and 15 FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms; thousands
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West didn't. Kodol will cure you If mediby some years of successful experi- have wailed until he could give it his cloudy. The most Important event to
cine can cure you, whether you have
the observer during the month was the
Railroad avenue.
ence In teaching, or having similar or attention, since it was under his
burning1 of his residence on the 20th, FOR RENT Two elegant rooms, sult-alil- faith In It or not. Sold by an drug
equivalent evidences, are usually fav-- i
gists.
and he noted that day on the records
rably considered.
for man and wife. 415 North
o
with a big X opposite the "ate.
Roa d if preferred.
The beard grants two grades ot PERSONAL MENTION IN
Second street.
10 SAVED ON EVERY
$5 TO
'
years
these cnMijau s one for five
THE RATON RANGE. RE DRIVER DISTRICT
TICKET.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
and the otlrr for life. It does not
mo
ccun
housekeeping. I arge and airy. Corvnim cm K Nnw.
Willard
Carroll,
who had been away
IN
MINING
MATTERS.
residissue either to any one whose
PAIII (FN THF RAILROAD TICKETl
of
street
Sixth
Railroad
and
years,
city
ner
from
the
over
two
has
for
Is
Independence,
on
ttie
Red River,
The
territory, unless returned to Raton, and will make Ins
ence Is outside
avenue.
BROKER, WILL GET THEM HERE
hauling ore to Ellzahethtown, Colfax
he has contracted to teach within the home there.
RAILROAD
114
WEST
CHEAP.
clieu)
Two
roonig
FOR
for
RENT
county,
place
Is
from
which
it
taken
territory.
Judge
AVENUE.
Mrs.
Iiayne
and
H.
light
housekeeping.
Mrs.
E.
and
their
require
railway
Springer
Fe
to
Santa
at
The laws of New Mexico
guests, Mr.
Mis. Piggot of Chicago andthe
Rutherford, corner of Broadway and
shipped to the smelter at Pueblo,
that a teacher shall file with the left Tuesdayandmorning
For All Kinds of Piles.
a
'days'
for
few
Iront avenue.
men
a
Colorado,
for
treatment.
More
board by which he is employed
To draw the fire out of a burn, heal a
camping
trip.
Piggot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Apartments
in
FOR
RENT
Park
employed
are
being
physician
at the mine right
that are en route to the coast.
cut without leaving a scar, or to cure
from an official
View terrace, eight rooms each; bolls, sores, tetter, eczema and all
along. Uncle Bob Pooler and his son,
be Is free from tuberculosis.
Miss
Anua
lielle
was
Davis
the
throughout.
equipment
H.
modern
not
group
ben, of the Memphis
of mines,
Salaries in New Mexlcoare
skin and scalp diseases, use DeWItt's
guest
honor at a party given Sat- - arrived
II. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
algh. In some parts they are very tp.lni. of
in camp to investigate the
Witch Hazel Salve. A specific for
A.rtidin. V... Ill
l..I
schools
country
Nicely
low. In many of the
furnished flats blind, bleeding, Itching and protruding
f"u'- - new'strike on the Cora Gibsou, which FOR RENT
7.
Progressive
gamea
were
entertaiuthe
3In
the
piles.
Stops the pain Instantly and
and rooms for housekeeping. Also
and ir. the grades of city schools, the ment for the evening, at which Miss absds u"
alai it abo'it 50 ler mcpth. In
rooin flat with piano. Apply Mrs. cures permanently. Get the genuine.
prize,'
received
the
first
GUARD
REFUSES
E. K. Norrls, eaBt end of viaduct, Sold by all druggists.
some country schools they are much a collar, and Miss Davis, the consola-- ;
jq ACCEPT A BRIBE,
cor. Iron ave. and John St.
below this figure. It is unnecessary tion.
Rosa",
Hague
Mr.
received
the
first
special
dispatch
a
from
Santa
acSee the window display of the Rio
to s'nte that teachers who will
FOR RENT Two large Btore rooms
gentleman's
prize,
a
paper,
box
of
and
says:
12,
dated
Mason
Barney
October
usvery
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
low salaries are
cept these
living
rooms
twelve
warehouse
and
Stockton was consoled with a and William Hunter, who attempted
ually Incompetent and are dear at Claude
suitable for hotel purposes, with store, then ask for those 13.50 walkoi garuen ioois
to biibe a guard at the Guadalupe
large yard In rear and all neces ing skirts.
anv price. In some of the city schools, feiMrs.
who has been' county jail to release prisoners, were
to $S0 per spending Newcomer,
grade teachers receive
sary
outhouses. Everything new and
the summer in Europe, vis- arrested and arraigned today, but owA Selling of Opera Coata.
iiion'h. (Inly one superintendent re- ited her sister,
modern. Mrs. Brault, corner of
Mrs. E. C. Siemmer, ing to its being the lat trial day, were
Greatest bargains ever offered in
per
annum.
Marquette
ceives
Broadway
avenue.
and
afternoon and evening coats, at the
professors In the higher Insti- and family, a few days last week. She given continuance until the next term
FOR SALE
left Friday evening for her home In of court.
Golden Rule Dry Goods company. See
tutions receive f l."0 to ll.Suo.
Denver. She will resume her medical
Both are well known citizens of this FOR SALE Four ho!e range, cheap. window display.
During the months of July and
n
Freddy Horno-uia- county, and much surplrse is manifestNo. 30 North Fourth street.
most boards of education employ studies there. Master
SARATOGA
CHIPS FRE8H EVMinouk, 111., accompanied bis ed at thir actions. The attempted de- FOR SALE
brick house, ERY DAY AT MALOY'8.
ielr teacher. Superintendents and aunt, ofMrs.
Ra,ton,
aud
Newciner,
to
livery
of
because
of
failed
action
Marquette
avenue and
corner of
principals may be employed earlier.
Fifth street: modern; $1,200. E. H.
Flxamlnatlons of teachers are held will spend the winter with Mr. AJ the guard In promptly reiiorting the
IVES, THE FLORIST.
C.
Mrs.
R
Maun.
to
ludge
facts
lnstiof thw annual
Duabar & Co.
Cut Flewsrs.
"at lb 4ws

Southwestern Brewery

o

gold-plate-

Auto. Phone, No. 92.

Money

Colo. Phone, Black, No. 93.

d

Santa

Fe Central Railway System

SUNSHINE

ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.

Fast passenger and freight aervlce. Steamship tickets to all tart
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Sant
Jo. N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Bant
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
Bpeclal attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send yonr freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railway, via Torrance,
M.

e

Loan

'

N.

V1""'"

H

Your business respectfully solicited. i"U,",J'lAlii,fflJEZIJ
,
W. H. ANDREWS,
S. B. ORIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DII3ERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
J P JrOWMSHAW,
and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt, and Pass. Agt
GENERAL OFFICES
8ANTA FE, N. M.
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& Ice Co.

A HOME INDUSTRY.
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Blank Book

CITIZEN JOB Room
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printer

how to do .
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huadreda-Fullenwide-
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jail
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Frh

LUMBER

S

1

Albuquerque

r.r ,

Foundry and

Machine Works

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars: Bhaftlnrs
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron PronU toi
Buildings.
Ropalrm om Mining and Mill Machinery a Bpaelalty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque,

0000000 O O

CARRIAGE

r

--

TRIMMING

N".

M.

AND RE--

U

Harness, Sprlnfl Wagons Built to
Q

1"

Q

HORSESHOEING
CARRIAGE

0

PAINTING

1

Street and Tijeras Road

0

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

O
QUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

ft

CO.

O

Proprietor

0

0

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

v

FINE RE8TAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
aad Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llniported and Domefctle Cigars,

0

Au-gtis- t.

Six-roo-

ALDIUD
GE
C H ICAQO

PAINT
BUILDING PAPER
Always
(rvam
kn.. Hpnif
v , v . o vnnA
Hiui J, twin
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
FIRST 8TREET AND COAL AVE.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

j

'
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THE ALBUQUERQUE
By The
'

WHAT WONDEROUS

A

And Heartily Endorse Joint
Statehood for New Mexico

They had come horn

chilled and weary.

MEETING

Then opened the door and a girl came In,
Oh, she was hommely very!
Her nose was pug and her cheek was thin
There wasn't a dimple from brow to chin
But her smile was bright, and cheery.

Pcr-hap-

not perpetual manhood.
when he perfected the Clermont, the first vessel that
Hopkinson was forty-ifinavigated the Hudson. Josi-plwhen he wrote the words of "Hail Columbia," and
Hichard
he did it in two hours. At the age of forty-fou- r
Jordan Galling invented the revolving battery gun, but
what Is it compared with the revolving pitching arm of
the wonderful Cyrus Young? The late Mark Hanna was
Tifty-ninbefore he took up politics; David Bennett Hill
birthday before he utter,
bad rounded out his
ed the single sentence that made him famous; Mrs. Carrie Nation lived fifty years before she shattered the mirror of a damp emporium of liquid Joy. Even Chauncey
Depew had lived almost the allotted three pcore years
and ten before it was discovered that he was on a life
insurance payroll.
Hut reverting to Cyrus Young, let us not forget that
a kindly Father Time has preserved him for us from the
stone age. As the Inventor, protector and eminent exponent of the art of hurling a leathery globe through the
air and imparting to It a mystic twist that causes It in-to
ascribe parabolas, serpentine gyrations and deceptive
versions, he looms on the base ball horizon like a lightwonder and a Joy
house In the fog. He is a seventy-yea- r
forever.
or one hunWhether Cyrus Young Is
dred and nine matters not. Sufficient unto the day that
he Is. Ixmg may he wave that good right arm of his, and
may he forever and ever mow down the opposing batsmen even as Father Time, with his sickle keen, mows
down the Osiers and the other cheerless advocates of the
theory that men grow old and rust and decay.

They forgot that the house was a dull old place
And smoky from base to rafter.
And gloom departed from every face
As they felt the charm of her mirthful grace
And the cheer of her happy laughter.

TTE LAND OF EGYPT

The Financial World makes this start ing statement :
is facing almost a famine in spot supplies
of copper, although the smelters are working overtime,
and are shipping everything without storing a pound.
They also export continuously. That copper prices will
tsoon react is hardly to be believed unless new copper
mines of enormous richness are opened. The world production of copper from July 1, 1904, to July 1, 1905, Is estimated at l,4J5,0(tt,iMlo pounds, of which the North American continent (United States and Canada) furnished
The consumption during this time
nearly
amounts to nearly 1.473,000,000 pounds, showing a shortage of 40,000,000 pounds. How enormous the copper consumption is growing Is evidenced by the fact that the increase from 1901 to 1905 amounts to 507,000,oou pounds,
And the consumption is rapidly Increasing,
or
for this Is the age of electricity, which consumes copper
as rapidly as the age of steam consumed coal. In a not
far distant future, we may be confronted with a real copper famine and see all copper stocks, back of which there
is no wind and water, advance rapidly."

"The country

one-thir-

AH HUNDRED YEARS

The New York Evening Post has found an American
parallel to th recent disturbances In Japan over the oN
noxious peace treaty. It says:
An Instructive parallel may he found In events that
took place not more than peven blocks from the site of
the Evening Post building. On July 18, 1795, a mass
meeting was called to protest against the treaty which
Jay had Just negotiated with England. While the speaking was under way, an enthusiastic band, which had been
burning the treaty at the Battery, came marching up
Broadway, headed by the French and American flags
and Joined the assembly.
At about the same time Alexander Hamilton began
to speak in favor of the treaty- and urged adjournment.
Stones were thrown at him from the now turbulent crowd
and one of them struck him on the forehead. Thus 110
years ago an American secretary of the treasury enjoyed
the same enviable experience at the hands of his excited
countrymen as the Japanese premier and for very Blmilar
reasons.
Jay himself was burned in effigy at Boston and Phlla-phia- ,
and in the former city a federal editor's offices were
attacked, as were those of the Kokumin Shimbun, It
must be remembered, of course, that most of the demonstrations here were made before the treaty had been rati;
fied, and if the senate had been sufficiently impressed
by the popular hostility It might still have been defeat,
ed.
They cannot fairly be compared, therefore, to out- nrrrsM over an acl virtually completed and beyond reca'l.
Yet the records shnw that the imaginary need for a c.v
ond ratification by the house of representatives was here
used as a pretext for prolonging the demonstrations,
much as the equally visionary hope of an Imperial re- "fusal to ratify is given as justification for the Japanese
outbreaks.
-
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INSURANCE BUSINESS

latest available figures showing the volume

of Anier

lean insurance business Itecomher 31, l'J03;
4.691,0111
Insurance business
$ 9,.'.:i.0liK.148
Ordinary insurance in force
M.f.nS.tlftl
Industrial policies in force
I I.!i77,5!l9.397
Industrial insurance in force
l!t,29".7iri
Total policies in force
$11 7'.r,i7,r4
Total insurance in force
.7.!, t,:i'i ;i,m
$
Total income during l!i"H
Total payments to olicy holders during
"j

Iuls

19u3

1

$

.'11'.

l.HTvSJ

1

The Citizen has been informed that the power . thii'
be. at Washington. 1). C, have received petitions a i;iiti- -t
the appointment of 11. S. Itodey, of this city, to t!i goernorship of New Mexico, on the ground that lie would, if
appointed, favor the Hubbells in the present contest over
certain Hernalil.o county otlices. Such ground of opposition is as absurd as it will be found useless. Mr. Kodoy
has taken no part whatever in the contention. Should
lie be appointed governor, he could not in any way nor
to 1 lie slightest extent, do anything on either side of the
content. The matter is now in the courts and the courts
ulone must decide it.
The Hoswell fair came to a successful (dose on Thursday
the attendance during the final day having
been the larg st of all. Judging from the daily reports
of the Hecord, the occasion from fiist to last was all that
the most exacting could haw wished. The attendance
was larue; the displays were satisfactory in number,
kind and character; the sporting ewnts were good and
siitlieleiu'.y iiuiiK rous, and the evening attractions were
enjoyable, 'fi e imthni:
seemed to hit the happy
medium between a must lueiit and I.en'I'it, s.i that the
good result.-- of the fair will be lasting.
iin-n-

last year there

bank; then the perennially Irrigated lands about the
Ibrahimlyah canal, dating from the lime of Ismail; then
the lands most lately converted to perennial irrigation on
the most approved modern methods by Sir W. Carstln, In
anticipation of the increased summer supply from the
reservoir; then the Hahr Ytistif canal which feeds the
Fayoutn; and lastly, bordering on the desert, the remaining basin lands.
These last will probably never be converted. They
contain the poorest soil and stand in great need of the
annual inundation, and they also form a great fortification against the sands of the western desert, which under
the influence of the prevailing west winds have a strong
tendency to encroach on the cultivated ground.
It would be easy to quote a multitude of figures to
prove the marvelous Increase of material, prosperity
which has resulted from scientific Irrigation.
Whether
we look at returns of revenue, of exports and Imports,
of railway traffic, or the numerous other Indications by
which the prosperity of a nation 'is gauged In figures, we
,
find the same stAry of expansion.
The national debt Is being steadily diminished, and
Instead of verging on bankruptcy the country suffers
from having to buy back Its own stock at a premium In
spite of reductions In the rate of interest. Nor is all
this appearance of prosperity delusive. The wealth of
the country Is not monopolized by a few Individuals owning huge estates, while the mass of the population are
sunk in poverty and slavery. Great as are the sums
which have been spent upon the essential irrigation
works out of annual revenue, they have not been wrung
JOINT STATEHOOD
fr6m the people by oppressive exaction.
Irrigation has been the first great principle of Brit- COLONEL L. LAPOINT, OF THE LAS
ish administration, ImMiand in hand with it has gone the
CRUCES CITIZEN, FAVORS
principle of low taxation. Year by year there has been
some remission, some lightening of the burden.
And
this is the most remarkable, because until 1899 Egypt
Colonel L. Iapoint, a veteran of : !.c
had upon her hands a troublesome war, and since then Mesilla valley, came in, from Las Cru-ce- s
has had to bear the greater part of the cost of the adminthis morning, and with others
from the south, made a pleasant call
istration of the. Soudan. Sidney Peel.
at The Citizen office. He Is an old
Mason, and is here to attend the Masonic doings tills week. "in legard to joint statehood," said
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
Colonel Laiwint, "I wis'n to say that I
am heartily in favor of Jointure for
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
New Mexico and Arizona, and believe, like Senator Bevevidge, that if
New Mexico and Arizona really want
statehood it will only come through
jointure. The people of the Mes'll;.
Future of Copper.
valley, Irrespective of their connection
It has been apparent for many years that the destiny with this or that party, are in favor
con
a destiny of Joint statehood, aid all ho-iof our civilization is to be served by electricity
that in any event cannot be remote. It has been equally gress will do the right thing the comapparent that copper tabled somewhat by its colleague ing winter."
Colonel Lapoint spvs the small land
and rival, aluminum, must be the carrier of the electric holders
of the Mesilla valley are
current. The stupendous dimensions of necessity and pleased over
the lact that the governmatters
are
by
observation
suggested
this
opportunity
ment will soon take hold of the Eleof dally comment, and yet the conscious genius of trado phant Llutte irrigation project.
"All
seems not yet to realize fully the ultimate significance; the land required," continued the visthe market reflects, mainly, a resultant from forces that itor, "will soon be pledged, and then,
represent large capital, ambition, foresight and perpet- la a very snort time, Mesilla val'ey
ual timidity. A remarkable feature of the recent copper will have water galore in all seasons,
when it Is needed for irriproduction is that no visible surplus of metal has been especially
gation purposes."
accumulated. The increasing demand of electric construction and supply still live in a haphazard way, from
hand to mouth. Capital cannot afford to trust the future
Tn ten. Schilling's LVst isV
stock locked up Meanin fUpportlng the expense of lar.-;.Mi le
the immediate 'demand continues s'rnm;, and
no means the cobtliest tea ; it s
auemi; the untiring indications of confidence it; the market is the inc rciseil dividend of the largej- combinations
a mutter of taste. Of the f.nt
Silv er City Independent.
hi the country.
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Building in Estancia.
II
.I.ii.i.s V;i,ki r lias bug ti
tictioii id :i laiur
Tin- building Is
building on bis lot
to the posiol'tii-cto be two slurb's high and lifixtio foot in size. He has
Im
mi malting building blocks of cement and giawl uMch
he will u.--e in ihe construction of the same. This is the
first experiment with these blocks In this valley ami it i.s
thought to be u success, both as to cost and durability.
The iniulavy Mercantile company will begin the election of a luie building similar to the store building and
y can secure the addies.
next to it. as . ooii as
This
will be used by Iniulavy and tlarnctt for their stock of
hardware and implements, which they will ins'al, us soon
as the building is ready for occupancy.
The new hotel being built by .Miilun I low Is going
up as rapidly as a large number of caipeuiers can push
the work. This will lie a model hotel, having its own
water system, Mipplied by private windinid and tank
from a deep well, assuring plenty of splendid water.
There will be eighteen rooms for tenants besides a large
dining room, kitchen, bath rooms and ill the modern Improvements throughout. Kstanca News.
11

in-x- t
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Exchange Mutually Satisfactory.
Hull have traded to Silas W. Ilik'litoaer
Canon
Journal printing plant has arrived
farm
and Is being installed ill the old furniture store huihljng their (.Toeery htoro in this city for his foity-acrand Slim May will po. us editor while S. M. Wharton !ie mih s east, of Hoswell. The land has two artesian
and Mr. Ilicks will attend to the mechanical department. wells located upon It, and I.s a d slrahle piece of land.
Mr lliKhtower had heen living on the place, hut will
Tucumcuri Times.
move to town and take charge i t tho ntore Monday mornCarton and Hall will In- - Imsy for some time
The la.--t Washington Host to reach this city contains ing.
the statement that Covernor M. A. Otero of New Mexico rolleciinn accounts and closing up hnslne.ss matters.
Hobw.'ii Hecord.
is a visitor at the national capital.
The Alaiimgordii

.Me.-sr-

O.

M. BERGER

LlVER
STABLE

HIGHLAND

114

1

West Copper Avenue.

KEEPYOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE!
Cold Weather Means

Horse Blankets and Lap Robes
We have them In all kinds and
LOW
prices.
PRICES
SPECIAL
NOW, as we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

HOUSE
Easy Payments

Installment Plan

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

FURNITURE,
IRON

BEDS,

BEDDING,

ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

0. W. Strong's Sons

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

STRONG BLOCK.

UNDER TA KERS
Superintendents
Falrview
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

Time, Labor
and Money

and

MONUMENTS.
201-21-

N. Second St., Both Phones.

1

M.

The saving of time mesns comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of monsy means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
Installing a

DRAG0IE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, Corner of Washington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
better than
aupsrlor. In durability they last longer. One-thirany other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new
line.
d

AMBULANCE

Prices In Plain Figures &3Q 9nd Up

For Moving the Sick or Injured.
Prompt Serlve Day or Night

Old stoves

STRONG'S SONS

O. W.

THE McBRAIN

taken at a fair valuation.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Ave.

Automatic, 147

Colo. Phone. 75.

-

e

Assets, December 31, l'i3
Inabilities, December 31, 19o3
Surplus, December 31, 1H"3

The Happy Housewife
Who takes pride In her bread nd
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to he had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will he the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

was to be seen a large scale model of eight miles of the
Nile valley in the neighliorhood of Mlnieh from the des
ert on the one side to the desert on the other. It Is an
admirable demonstration of all the forms of irrigation at
present in use In Egypt.
First there is the Nile itself with Its high berm or

two-third-

sj

WHISKE V

DOES FOR

At the great exhibition at St.

F.

O.

From Political Science Quarterly.

J?

.

The young man wants all the late
stylo kinks, and gets thrm all when
he comes here. The longer coat,
wider collar and lapels, and the
loose trousers are some of the
features the young gentleman will
want In evidence In his fall suit.

AWNDELL

Oh, give me the girl who will smile and sing
And make all glad together!
To be plain or fair Is a lesser thing,
Hut a kind, unselfish heart can bring
Good cheer in the darkest weather.
MARY A. GILLETTE

WHAT IRRIGATION

f

TnJT'SOlo

forty-eight-

e

t

OCT. 16, 1905.

Just Right
GALLUP

Special Correspondence:
Gallup, N. M., Oct. 15. Saturday
night, in accordance with a. call Issued
by the local Joint Statehood committee, the republicans of McKinley counYoung Men's
ty met at the Odd Fellows' Hall, for
$7.50 to $20.00
Double
the express purpose of electing a committeeman to v piesent this county in
$20,00
tho territorial executive Joint statehood commit t o of the league. lxng
before the appointed time the hall was
Tho young man that Tfas never
filled with repu blicans from every prebeen here for clothes will do well
cinct in the county. The announceto come.
ment that th' re was to be a Jointure
meeting had n;oused great enthusiasm
all over McKinley county, and when
AGENT FOR DR. JAEGER'S SANthe meeting opened to take up busiITARY UNDERWEAR.
ness in hand tho hall was filled to
standing room only.
John C. Spears was elected to tho
AT
chair, a secretary was chosen and the
reason for calling the meeting was exThe Clothier and Furnisher.
plained. Nominations for committeeman were called, and Alexander
Howie, a staunch republican, and president of the Caledonian Coal company,
was unanimously elected as the republican choice to represent this counTHE CELEBRATED
ty In the great league.
committeethe
of
After the election
man was announced, Mr. Bowie asked
Tor the sentiment of the meeting on
the statehood question. The chair, on
motion, called a standing vote; and
every man in the hall ,with one exception, arose and voted straight for
joint statehood for New Mexico and
Arizona. While Mr. Howie, will be
as to what action he shall
Bottled In Bond.
take in any league meetings he shall
a
undergiven
clear
attend, he was
standing of what the republicans of
McKinley county want in the statehood line, and he was emphatically inDistillers,
formed by the practically unanimous
KY.
FRANKFORT,
vote that they were solid for Jointure.
As the joint statehood movement is
the secretary was instructed to inform the chairman of the
ME LIN I & EAKIN
democratic cent.nl committee of the
Sole Agento.
appointment of Mr. Howie of the republican party of this county, and ask
Albuquerque, N. M.
be
that a democratic committeeman
Automatic Phone, 199.
appointed by tho democrats of fhe
county to
with the republican appointee, it Is understood that
the democrats will appoint one of
their number, as they are to a man OCOOOCOCOCXX)COCOOOCXXX)00
O. DINSDALE
in favor of joint
statehood in this
county.
A committee of five representative
business men of Gallup was named to
Boarding Horses a Specialty
meet tho congressional committee that
will soon pass through this city, and CKXXXXOCXXXXXX)COCOOCXXOOO
extend a welcome to the lawmakers
and inform, them of the' sentiments of
OOOOCOOOCOOOCXXXXXXXXJOOO
the county on the statehood question.
The secretary was Instructed to exO. F. PL ATT,
tend to the congressmen an Invitation
The real cleaner and dyer. Lato spend a day in Gallup and visit the
dies' and gentlemen's
fine
greatest coal producing country in the
Portieres,
clothes a specialty.
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
southwest.
The meeting from start to finish
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
was enthusiastic, there being perfect
'Automatic 'phone, 676. '
harmony among all present.- - If at OOOOOOOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
any time there has been a political
between the member of
"pie Albuquerque Hatters
the republican party In McKinley county, the meeting of Saturday failed to
and Steam Cleaners
show It In the least.
The party In
McKinley county stands today united Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
and for joint statehood.
Corner of Third street and Gold avenue, in the car.
STRONG ADVOCATE OF

Her dress (which was something In sober brown
And with dampness nearly dripping)
She changed for a bright, warm, crimson gown,
And she looked so gay when she came down
They forgot the air was nipping.

e

HELD

WAS
.

She spoke not a word of the cold and damp
Nor yet of the gloom about her;
Hut sho mended the fire and lighted the lamp,
And she put on the p. ace a different stamp
From that which it had without her.

noes l.v comparison,
lias just attained flowering,
Hubert Fulton was forty-tw-

AT

1

li

Most young men come here for
clot Ik s. Many of them could not
be induced to go elsewhere. I take
great pains In having my young
'
men's clothes

ed

KK-tacU'(-

ninety-and-nin-

Arizona.

and

MONDAY,

Young Men's
Suits

republicans meet

GIRL CAN MAKE

The wind was east and the chimney smoked,
And the old brown house seemed dreary.
For nobody smiled and nobody joked.
The young folks grumbled and the obi folks croak-

DEFIER OF AGE

If

CITIZEN.

From Ycuth't Companion.

Akp hath its victories, even in Huston. The Oslcrinn
theory hoa been given another Jolt, and It remained for
l
town on the Hcashoro boundary of Massathi
chusetts to deliver the Mow.
Cyrus You hi;, who, has liitrlicd base hall so many
years that the mini! of the present generation runs not to
the contrary, has ust performed the feat of striking; out
fifteen batsmen of an opposing nine that represented the
pink of perfection in the National league. He id t he
players down with two me asly hits in nine Inn-

this world everything
after all, Cyrus Voting

CHANCR

SMILING

"
Pubilnhed badly and Wwkiy
W. T. McCREIGHT
W. 8. 8TRICKLER
Kindness Manager
President

In

ZONING

Mckinley county

CITIZEN

Citizen Publishing Company

ings.

K

kinds, the one you like best is
your tea.
Your grocer's ; moneytuclc

AtElks'OperaHouse
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER ...

O. A. MATSON & CO.

th

.

Fine Stationery

JOHN F. STOWE'S
TOO LATE

Seven room inodern
avenue in the llih-Peaeh & Co., 2USU West

Kailinaii
i'iM
Call

eli;i.ii
l)rtler
nia ,

X.

-.

.111.!.-

an

uuo.

o

We.it tiold nveuue for
v
materials of all kinds,'ui.. ti for hand maJo ChristStamping done.

j
r

States mall;

Carries

liu

v.

he United
tn a change of stock en

LUMBER CO.
RIO GRANDE
j

i ()

TALENTED

PROF.

ARTISTS

I-

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

'JO

EO. H AYWORTH'S

Celebrated

BAND andJDRCHESTRA

EFFECTS

-

Gcmral Building Supplies

Rin

rigs, horses and drivers;
CAR LOAD OF SPECIAL
every Monday,
5
For
a.
tu.
and Friday at
SCENERY and
address W. - Trlmb'.e &
M.,
or
J. Seats on sale at MaUon's Tuesday,
AlbiKjuerQue. N.
October 17.
M.OCK, i'roprletor, Perea, N. M.

route; ko.ii
rig leaves
Wednesday
particulars,
Co., agents.
11.

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

1

Bar

l

JEMEZ HOT

ouly

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

.

o
RAILROAD TICKETS.

Cut Rates.
icpj rates to and from all
Association
point s, tn to Paulson's
ltalhoaj
kct office. Hailroad tickets
iKlllgllt,
and exchanged.
Fur

Ten

110

i'

Production

houst.-o-

S VI. I:

1

Scenic

Big

TO CLASSIFY

I

Third and Marquette

The St. Elmo rat

,5J

WInas.Brandlss.Etc,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Pror

120 West Railroad Aretwe

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

MONDAY,

ALliUQUERQUK EVENING CITIZEN.

OCT. 16, 1908.

ROBBERS

MAY MEAN MAIL ROUTE FOR

A

ROSWELL AUTOMOBILE LINE

Ancient Free
and Accepted Masons in tie city attending the Grand I.odue is Kobeit
Kellahin, postmaster at Roswell. who
is a delegate 'ram Columbia chapter
to the grand chapter.
Mr. Kellahin came oer from the
Pecos valley town via the Roswell automobile route, the Santa Fe Cenrral
and the Santi Ke. The trip from
to Torrance was ma 'e in. fit "
hours and thirty minutes, actual running. The big VVinton toni ins car left
In the niorninn with
Roswell at 11 :2
'
four p "ions osiiles the ehaffeur on
o'arrive J at Torrance at 6perboard
clock in the evening. Airo:ii; the stoT-flesons with Mr. Kellahin .van a p
the
inspector who was
trip with a view to establishing a mall
route on the automobile line.
On the present schedule of the automobile company a lay over of all
night at Torrance Is necessary to
make connections with the west bound
Santa Fe Central, but Mr. Ke.lahin
Among: the prominent

Ros-we-

ll

s

LID ON SUNDAY
IN ALBUQUERQUE

Keepers Smell
Mouse and Agree to Observe the Sabbath.

Saloon

CONGRESS

MAY

VICE

SUPPRESS

Do the saloon keepers of Albuquerque fear a 'crusade? That la t'ne question that has been asked many times,
as a result of the liquor dealers agreeing to close their places on Sunday,
and keep them closed all day.
for the first time In several
years, the "lid" was on In Albuquerque, and It was a difficult problem that
the thirsty one had to solve. Whether
the Sunday closing is to be a permanent thing, remains to be seen, but
those who know say that it will.
It Is said that the saloon keepers
told a secret meeting recently and
voluntarily agreed to close their
places on Sunday. Various reasons
are advanced for their1 hasty action In
the matter, and It Is believed that at
last they have come to the conclusion
that tuere is very liable to be "something doing" before many months.
Probably the chief cause of their
alarm Is the. fear that congress at Its
next session may take some action on
the memorial addressed to Jt by the
Presbyterian synod of New Mexico,
which memorial urges congress to at
once pass an act prohibiting the licensing of public gambling in the territories of the United States.
If congress should pass a law prohibiting public gambling In the territories Albuquerque and Phoenix, Arizona would be thf two towns In the
sister territories that would be the
hardest hit. However, It Is believed
that some remedy will be found here
at home for the suppression of the
evil and that it will be unnecessary
for congress to legislate against the
suppression of vice in the territories.
Another rumor Is that theWoman's
Tempeiance Union, which has Just
closed Its annual session at Las Vegas, is planning a general crusade
against all forms of vice and the organization of
leagues in
every town In the territory.
These and many other rumors have
caused some consternation amotlg the
liquor dealers and has resulted In
their agreeing to close up on Sunday.
Yes-toida-

anti-saloo- n

GALLUP READY
FOR

JOINTURE

HAUL

NO CLUE

says that It will soon be arranged so
that the touring cars and the trains
will make almost direct connections,
the departure being made from
in the evening and the arrival at
Toim'ce being made in the morning. This will bring the time distance
between Roswell and Albuquer .:c
hours. At
down to about twenty-fou- r
present the time between the two
p. aces either by coming across by the
e (ne anrt the Santa Fe Cen-t.r
by rail via EI Pnso. requires
ix hours, and the cost, not Including hotel fare, Is considerable
more by the southern route than It is
I
by the direct route. By rail the actual
fare Is $22.45. while by the other route
the automobile fare Is M; the Santa
Fe Central fare Is $5.60, anil the Santa
Fe's fare from Kennedy to Albuquerque Is $2.40, which altogether amounts
to but $18.
Mr. Kel ahin says that he expects
to return home the same way he
came.

QUERQUE.

Gregory Page, one of the prominent
republican leaders of McKlnley county, came in this morning from Gallup
whpre he has extensive business Interests. He was a pleasant caller at
The Citizen office this afternoon, and
in the course of his conversation
stated that the republicans of McKlnley county are no longer divided;
they met in a most harmonious gathering last Saturday .night and went on
record in favor of joint BtateSood for
New Mexico and Arizona. "It was a
big meeting." said Mr. Pa.?r; "an!? the
democrats of McKlnley county will
follow suit tonight by holding a convention at Gallup and Indorsing jointure. I tell you, everybody at Gallup
and In McKinley county, are for joint
statehood, and if we can gVt Congressman Tawney and his party to
top over in Gallup fur only a few
hours, wo will convince them that we
are in dead earnest."

SILVER CITY'S WAVE
OF PROSPERITY
EDITOR VALTON TALKS ABOUT
GOOD GRANT COUNTY TOWN.

A

Hen. W. 11. Walton, editor or the
Silver City Independent, is among the
prominent Masons in the city attend
ing the meeting of the gran I lodge.
Mr. Walton speaks enthusiastically of
'ho business conditions of Silver City.
About linn men are employed at present at the Silver City smelter and
S 'tue large
improvements are being
made on the snielrer, which, when
coin plet ed, will furnish employment for
about 2"0 more. These improvements
include a
stack and
concent at inir mill, the la:ter being
under conM ruction.
The Cnmanchu Mining and Smelting
companj's nairow gauge toad to lTnos
Altos.
about completed, and the
prospect Is that it will l.e extended on
to the Burro mountains, which is
bound to have much to do with the
future prosperity of the town.
Mr. Walton says that at present the
pay roJl of tho Comanche Mining and
Smilting company at Silver City, Is
per month
between $lo,0on and
and th, prospect Is that this amount
w ill be Increased materially during
the
lit u few months.
rjiin-to-

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.

want when jour appetite Is poor,
tor.vue coated, skin sallow, and sleep
Ii' all.,
u,t.wil 1, In rr 1tri won't -rill
lll"
it- - place
and for that reason we urge 1
"u to insist on navm

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

111

.

KOSTETTER'S

TO THE THIEVES

Some time between 4::in and 7 o'clock yesterday morning burglars entered the saloon and grocery store of
Mori & A.arlo at 8oy North Third
street, and robbed the safe of a sum
said to bo between $300 and $PHi.
The last man to leave the saloon
was Lorenzo Azarlo, one of the pro-- !
prietors. He says that he closed nn
about 4:10 o'clock yesterday morning,
but was
a hurry and forgot to lock
the safe. It was therefore an easy
matter ft 'he hurelars to enter It
and make away with the money,
which was all in silver and currency,
with the exception of about $7 In
checks, and represented the total receipts of the sales for Saturday and
Saturday night.
When the day bartender opened up
about 7 o'clock yesterday morning, he
found the rear door to the saloon open and the safe door also standing
ajar.
He suspected
something was
wrong and after a hasty examination
discovered that the safe had been
robbed of Its contents. He telephoned
to police headquarters and Officer Joe
DEATH OF EDITOR
Salazar was the first to respond. Later Officers Knapp and Hlghbargaln
the place and investigated the
HENRY H. HOWARD visited
matter thoroughly.
Although two suspects were arrested yesterday these were released today, as there was no evidence to show
It Occurred at San Marciai that
they did the Job. The police have
their nets out and It Is said that there
Sunday Afternoon at
are several persons under surveillance who were hanging around the
3 O'clock.
saloon most of Saturday night.
Chief McMillin was somewhat reticent today regarding the robbery,
WAS
SICK FOR A LONG TIME but it is believed that the chief and
his force will succeed In. placing the
robber or robbers under arrest within
the next twenty-fou- r
hours.
Special to The Citizen.
San Marclal, N. M, Oct. 16. Henry STRONG FOOTBALL ELEVEN
Hammond Howard died in this city at
3 o'clock yesterday afternoon, after a
AT AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
lingering illness extending over a period of nearly a year. For many years
deceased published a weekiy news- PROF. J. D. TINSLEY SAYS OUTLOOK IS BRIGHT
FOR MOST
paper here, known as the San Marciai
SUCCESSFUL YEAR IN HISTORY
Bee, but was put out of business by
OF SCHOOL,
the floods which visited this part of
the Hio Grande valley several years
ago. Mr. Howard was well liked by
Prof. J. r. Tinsley, of the departeverybody here, and represented this ment of soils and physics at the Coland Mechanic
and Sierra counties in the lower house lege of Agriculture
of the thirty-fiftter- Arts at Mesilla Park, arrived in the
and thirty-sixtcity
from the south this morning and
ritorial legislative
assembles.
His
death Is universally mourned here and will spend a few days here. In talking
a Citizen reporter about condito
elsewhere in thin legislative district.
tions at the college, Prof. Tinsley
said:
BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH
"The agricultural college opened
OF THE DECEASED
year with a very, gratifying atthis
Henry Hammond Howard was born tendance, the
this year beIn the proviuce of Ontario, Canada, in ing nearly as attendance
large as that of last
1803 of Scotch-Englisparents. Until year In Bplte of the fact that
the low16 years of age the daily routine of his
est class of the preparatory departlife was the usual occupations "to be ment has been cut off. There are more
found upon a farm, and in attending students in the college classes than
the public school. Then he entered ever before.
the Collegiate Institute at Woodstock,
"The football team has about twenty-fwhere two profitable years were spent. ive
candidates out for regular
At this time his father gave him the practice and
prospects were never
choice of a profession or a trade. A brighter for the
a winning eleven than
trade seemed the best course toward they are this year. Indications
now
Independence and he became appren-ticd- e are that the agricultural college team
to the printer's trade in the will be the champions of the New
Weekly Review office in Woodstock. Mexico gridiron this season.
Since then he held many positions of
"The experiment station is making
responsibility and trust in various quite an extensive study of cacti,
eastern publishing houses. About ten as cattle feed and food for man. both
years ago he came to New Mexico, chemical department Is making Thea
and took up his residence at San Mar- chemical analysis of the plant, and
ciai, securing control of the Uee, and fruits; the agricultural department is
edited it faithfully and well, while it feeding can cactus to dairy cowhand
was published, to the advancement of the botanical department Is studying
the republican principies and the up- the best methods of growing the cacbuilding of that community.
ti.
.The deceased was unanimously
"A sufficient agreage has been signnominated by the republicans of So- ed up by the land owners in the Mecorro county as a candidate for repre- silla vailey to Insure the construction
legislative of Uie Elephant Hutte (lam
sentative in the thirty-fiftthe
assembly from the counties of Socor- books of the Rio Grande Valleyand
Water
ro and Sierra, and was endorsed by Users' association will be closed
to
the republicans of the latter county. entries on November 4th."
He was elected by a good majority
Prof. Tinsley reports that during
and made one of the best members of the summer vacation, Prof.
Wooton
that legislative assembly. Mr. How- and himself spent a good part of the
representative from time in examining the lands which
ard was
Socorro and Sierra counties in the were donated by the government to
thirty-sixtlegislature.
He took a the college. The college
lying In
deep interest in educational matters; the southeastern portion land
of the terrichampioned the admission of New tory Is mostly grazing land,
some of
Mexico as a state, and believed that it being very good, while some of it is
all classes of property should be as- practically valueless.
sessed for taxation in the county
where located, and when in the legislature worked for laws on these sub- MRS. MARY J. BORDEN
jects.
He was an Odd Fellow, a
Woodman, and a member of the AnPRESIDENT
cient Order of United Workmen.
Ros-wr',-

f

Stamp over the
with our Private
neck ot the bottle. You'll find It especially valuable for correcting
the
above ailments, also In cases of Sick
Headache, Sour Risings, Kidney
Costiveness. Indigestion,
pepsia, or Insomnia.
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The largest and finest line of "Dressy" Coats ever seen In the city;
every one a beauty and an exclusive novelty In Itself. Positively, no
two alike. The style la the verr lat
est, in shades of Hello, Purple, Green,
Chamois, White and Black. Regular
price,

WOOL

.

:

'

quotations Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondent for Ixigan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

Closing

Amalgamated Copper
Ante; lean Sugar
Atchison, common
Baltimore & Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Colorado Southern, common
Colorado Southern, second
Chicago, Great Western, com.
C.

CAR

OF THE TERRITORIAL

NO. 3 RAN WITH-

CHRISTIAN
ION.

OUT ITS FENDER DOWN

WOMAN'S

TEMPERANCE

UN-

The annual- convention of the Woman's Christian Tempeiance union of
New Mexico, which was In session at
Las Vegas Friday, Saturday and Sunday, clo.-e- d
last evening after what
was considered
a very successful
meeting. The address of Rev. Mary
.1. Borden, of this city, was
the feature of the convention, and Mrs. Borden was elected to succeed herself as
pn .blent of the territorial union.
Other officers ejected are us follows:
Mrs. J. R. Mean, of Kennedy,
vice president; Mrs. S. C. Long, of
I.as Vegas, second vice president;
!. K. Wilson, of Albuquerque,
.Mrs.
corresponding secretary; Mis. Ada
Morley. of liatil, lecording
anil Mrs El a O. Wood, of Santa Fe,

When the city council meets tomorof the
Traction company to the fact that it is
not observing closely the clause of its
franchise which requires that each car
carry a serviceable fender. On
Saturday night car No. ;i ran through
the business Kirtion of the city to a
point near the corner of Rail:na.l ave-nue and Third street, wiih its fenuer;
(trapped up to the trout of the car.
The car was stopped at this point and
the fender released and put. in its cor
red position, but had the car accidentally run down a person, while the
fonder was not In serviceable position,
the death of the pedestrian would undoubtedly have been the result.
treasurer.
row ii should call the attention

j

1

MISSING

ARTHUR

WALSH

OPPOSE SUNDAY
HOURS AND LONG DAYS.
Los Am: Vs. Cai.. Oct. ltj. I ruder
the aus'eiei of the Central Lab r
ALBUQUERQUE
HIGH
SCHOOL Council an open Meeting will be held
STUDENT
WHO
RAN
all union barAWAY this evening, to whi'-FROM HOME IS CAUGHT BY PO- - bers and their employes m tin city
LICE IN CANON CITY.
have been invited. The object of
is to discuss till- propo.--i ion
,ng S:, uday woik and n
Arthur Paul Wal.-the 1." jear old of a .mi
sou of Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Walsh, of din ing the number of working hours
on week days. Ii is claimed by the
South Third stieet, who mysier-iou.-lfrom home on the eifieials of the Labor Council th:t ,n
night of September 2, was taken in no other city in the country do the
custody
by the police at. barbers wor1, mo.e hours than in l.os
Canon City. Colo. An otlicer from that Angel, s.
FOUND

IX

BARBERS

COLORADO

h,

y

city slatted for Albuquerque today
with the runaway boy.
FRESH SMOKED SALMON.
Young W'al-- h was attending the AlFRESH SMOKED WHITE FISH.
buquerque high school ut the time
SMOKED TONGUE.
of his disappearance and his parents
POULTRY.
were greatly worked up over his deHEINZ BULK PRESERVES.
.
parture. The matter was placed in
HEINZ BULK
A FULL LINE OF
the hands of Chief McMillin. of the loHEINZ
BULK
cal police department.
o at once PICKLES. ALL FRESH, AT THE
sen' cut di script ions of the boy to
JAFFA GROCERY CO
the police of cities In Texas, Arizona,
'Good Things to Eat."
New Mexico and Colorado and the
arrest of the boy at Canon City yesCitizen watit ads get the business.
terday was the result.
Try one.
i
CHOW-CHOW-

85
140
88T6

45
28
43
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48
81
151
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MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESD-

AY

we will offer these elegant Coats

at

Nearly

126
24 Td
148

Ktift

BE SURE AND SEE OUR

121ft

WINDOW DISPLAY
0 FINE COATS

144
32
78

26ft
95

f,lft
180 14

3!ft

K(!ft
34
132
3g
104

U. S. S., pfd

Wanash, common
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Central, common
Wisconsin Central, pfd
O. &

r.oo

72

171ft

O

&

TO

112ft

Erie, common
Erie, first
Louisville & Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Central
Norfolk
Reading, common
Pennsylvania
Rock Island, common
Kock Island, pfd....
Republic Iron & Steel, common..
Republic I: on & Steed, pfd
'.
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
Tennessee Coal & Iron
Texas Pacific
l.'nion Pacific, common
U. S. S., common

0

0

'21

We

4214
32

fi2,4

V

54
2714

Greene Copper

are showini

Kansas City Live Stock,
Kansas City. Mo., Oct.
14.000, including 1.500 southerns; market Rteady to a shade lower;
native steers. I3.50?fi.l0; Bouthorn
steers. $2..V)ifT3.73;
BiTtlthern cows,
11.7." iff 2.75; native cows and heifers,
$1.7.1 4.75;
stockeis and feeders,
$2.75fi 4.25; bulls, $23; calves. $2.14
(fr'6.25;
western steers. $2.754.25;
Offer to supply you with anything In
western cows, $1.75 3.25.
Sheep Receipts, 8,000; market was our line, t prices that are fair and
strong; muttons, $4?5.25: lnmlm. $5.50 square, and we are now making
ftt7.20; range wethers, $4.5()7.20; fed
J
ewes, $3.954.60.

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies
And also a full line of

On the Following

Chicago Live Stock.

de-

Carpets. Rugs, Matting, Linoleum.

Special Prices

Chicago, ,Oct. IB. CattleReceipts,
30,000; market steady to 'lOc lower; I $12 Refrigerators
'.
$9
beeves. $3.70ffi 6.30; cows and heifers, $8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.... 96.75
"And
8
$1.254; mockers
China Tea Sets
feeders, $2.15tf?
.....96
4.30; Texans, $3.60JT4.5O; westerns, 40c China Salad Bowls
.....25c
$3.5" 4.85.
Decorated Havlland China, at 20
Sheep Receipts. 38.000; market was per cent discount.
steady to strong; sheep,
75c Glasa Berry Sets
25c
lambs, $1.75(8 8.
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20o
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
St. Louis Wool.
Decorated Lamps
$3.25
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 16. Wool mar- $1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
ket steady; territory and 'western me- 50c Steam Egg Poachers
40c
diums, 2t?(f?3oe; fine medium, 2226c; $12.50 Buggy Harness
$10.50
fine, 9(i21c.

ior the rail

and Winter wCason, new
signs la

We

h

h

GREGORY
PAGE, A PROMINENT
REPUBLICAN,- - VISITING ALBU-

Stomach Bitters

Touch Safe in Mori&Azario's
Saloon For Sum Exceeding $300.

to Torrance.

Pecos Valley

BIG

IT'S HOSTETTER'S
Vn'i

Direct Route From Albuquerque to Roswell QuickFive and One Half Hours
est and Cheapest-On- ly
From

MAKE

PAGE FIVE.

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows
Our prices are the lowest.

$4ig-4.30-

0

Albert Faber,

305 Railroad Avenge

3

$4-5-

ALLEGED SNEAK THIEF
LANDED

IN

JAIL

NEGRESS FINED FOR ASSAULTING WHITE MAN OTHER POLICE COURT NEWS.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH 8T. AND RAILROAD AVE.

1

t'-'-

s

Vi'-(-

.

Electrical Pumping Plant
Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-WheelDynamos and
Motors.
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Oyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Reser

J

at.

1.

S

In the arrest of Ferdinand Uallijos
on Saturday night, it is believed the

officers have made an important capture of a badly wanted sneak thief.
Ballijos was arrested for drunkenness
and a search of his person revealed
a pocket book, knife, and papers belonging to a man by the name of F.
Crow. The articles were a part of the
contents of a suit case belonging to
Crow, which disappeared a few days
ago from the Union hotel on South
First street. Ballijos will be given a
hearing in police court this afternoon.
He denies steadng the articles and
says that he found them.
Lmma Matthews, a d.isky belle hailing from Wlnslow, Arizona, was arrested by Otlicer li.ghbargain on Saturday night while engigrd in a lively
ussle with one A. 1. Johnson on
South Kirs! siie:. A; cording to the
lestiine'iy of witnesses In milieu court
u
walking
this inun.'i'g John.' .t,
so.ith oil ir,' Mivet t
ft the on.-tu- n;
n negro man
when he Ciii.it i.
and two tiegresses. 'J he
tjl.iiig i:p he wliulr sidewalk and
when Johnson uitempied 10 push be
tween them to get p;it, the Matthews
woman made a pass at him, and step
ping elf the Mdewa.k tucked up u
brickbat. At the Maine tune her colored 11. an ma le a mow a if to draw a
kiiii from his hip pocket, whi.e the
o;l.er Woman stood by. Thing looked
i has but
for ' ti in
one
"'on.
nil', Kl' lie p ompi ariual of the officer pu! a i.uieiUh on llie whole
Tin- dusl
t'io were taken to
jail wl.i
they put up a cash bond for
a1 ance in conn
i'k ir .
this luoru-1114'I lie
11.
explained to the
court
would (javi1
iiow everything

Southwestern Electric & Construction Co.

JU".

',XV
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T. VANN, O. D.

Eyesight Specialist.
of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician In New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. Appointments' made at Vann's drug
store.

'

'

V

if

President

ainTTmentI

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest,
Member National Elec-

(4

trical Contractors'

As-

sociation.
216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

0OOOCO0OC0iOt

4aKOr0Cs

The Colorado Telephone Co.

Miss Viola Kremer and Miss Agnes
Stillborn announces the opening of a
studio in rooms
Barnett block.
Miss Kremer is a graduate of the
Michigan Conservatory of Music at
Detroit, Mich., and will teach voice
and piano. Miss Stillborn is a recent
arrival from New York and will take
a limited number of pupils in drawing
and water colors. Studio hours from
1:20 to 12,
to 4:30

Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.

35-3-

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?

The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest

WHERE TO DINE WELL.

rates.

SANTA FE f EST AURA NT

MEALS AT AM. HOCKS.
Quick
time, good fervlce, at reasonal.li;
OUR COAL YARD
prices. The nearest place In
to Santa Ke depot. Open day Is chock full of coal that will gladden
your heart and warm your house when
and night. Bar In connection.
l.V.NN, HAVEN ISA Y AND BLUE It's cold. Fill your bins for next winPOINT OYS'lEHS In any style. First ter now, and avoid the rush,
direct and Silver avenue, opposite deLOOK!
pot. Meal ticket, 21 meals for $3.
American Block Coal, the best Gallup
Special sale cf fine Bath Robe mined; CeiMllos Lump, the standard
Blankets, just the thing for your win- heating coal. All sizes of hard coal.
ter Hath Kobe. Choice, $2 each. See
WOOD!
been iilvigm ,i John-oi- l
had only ask- window
at the Golden Rule Factory Wood. 3 full load. Green
ed; Tleasc, miss, let n,e pass." This Dry Goods display
company.
Mill Wood, ?2.2j full loud.
us .cm ,01, w
a lid V Loo much for
l.i me ( iau1"M .11 ,ir
in,: lie MatEureka White Lime.
thews woman
in ac' costs am) let DFATH OF MRS.
HAHN'S COAL YARD,
t In' ot
. 1;.)
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
ROSE McCABE Auto. 'Phone, 416.
Iieiih-I!
ami
rie, Roberts
a 'Mi
o five days'
I'1
lie.
!; ' ': n'e'ii iii p.ijmetit for a Heath of Mrs. Uo.se MeCabe 14 pt .
ay niht.
Mrs. Rose MeCabe. a.t'ed CO years,
rpi.e lie ., had on
.loin s and ir i'.v .id Vaiinaier. 'lied at 3 o'clock this morning at her
I'm
I', .war eld In.;, s
Kentucky, home on East Coal avenue, after a
In compounding medicines. It's our business. We study to
v l o m iv i.c::i:im
way across linu.Tiiii; illness.
;h.
know how
Mrs. MeCabe had
to prepare remedies so that each ingredient retains its full medicinal
'
,.pt to reach lived In Albuqiio: que f.it; the last two
,i!i,ir- in i.n
'l.e
Do
you
properties.
think
it
,
worth
while to have your prescriptions
a
me,
re told to
the du.-- of y ar.-i- coining fr(,m St. Charles, 111.,
filled by experts in the business?
i
A
for the benefit of her health.
l( lie fioi.i 'i r
She
-T
Cla-lc- s
with asuult-il.ha. I, char-iehas many friends in Alluiiiuoniuo who
ft i
CollMi.iile
Jail."- Willi
Mllilll
ni ne urievpti to learn or her death. A First St. and Gold Ave.
Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
words was assessed fl". Hall denied
A
one daimhter and two
lliat the remarks lie addressed to the sons, one of whom, Robert MeCabe,
itlic. r w . '.iiicoiiii.: in Miary, but. the resides in Albuquerque, and will accompany the remains to St. Charlef
herwi.se.
Olirt s .ell.ed '0
where interment will take place.
j0 Auto phone, 310. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No.
Opened
299.
NEW ROOMING AND
FRESH POULTRY TODAY
Am
BOARDING HOUSE.
Funeral Director and Emblmer
HENS.
0
Your patronage t"l. cited.
.Nice,
SPRING CHICKENS.
Black or White Hearse. $3.00.
Commercial Club Building.
clean rooms.
BROILERS.
CITY L'NDEUTAKER.
VIRGINIA MAE3TAS,
Q
THE JAFFA GROCERY CO,
523 South First btreet.
"Good Things to Eat."
Albu-iiier.ii- n
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SOME DIG SHOP

oar and caught Trout man on the Jaw.
..
I,
1 li
a tArw nnlnfnl
on
tio bones were broke, and the
gritty foreman was able to be at the
stork Jards today attending to the
loading of a large shipment of cattle.
1

IMPROVEMENTS

Superintendent of Machinery
Bean Says They are
Coming.

1

V.

HELEN

MISS

GOULD

WILL

BE

EXTENSIVE

Superintendent of Machineiy S. L.
Bean, of the Santa Fe coast lines, who
some ImIs In the city Inspecting
provements that are being made at
the. local shops, said that morning tliat
much of the work of Improvement ut
the local shops, which bad been planned by the company In the early summer, segregating a cost of :'5o,u00,
was being held up because they were
not. thought by him to be extensive
enough to be adequate to the work expected to be done ai the local shops.
The work of widening the transfer table, which was one of the big Improvements planned In the s'.ituiucr, ts
well under way. and Mr. liean said
that he was very well satisfied with
it as far as it had progressed. The
widening ot the transfer table has
been going on for the past six weeks.
This transfer table will have a cement founds! ion.
The other Improvements, which
were planned, will be made during the
winter, if the heads of the roads can
get together on what is wanted, and
It is more than likely that they wb.
be more extensive than those contem
plated by R. U. Burns, chief engineer
of the coast lines, when he gave The
Evening Citizen an interview in Au
gust. Mr. Hean has recommende
that ttip planned impiovemeiits were
not laige enough to cope with the
woik which will come to the local
shops,
that ihey should be made
Mr. Mean's recommore extensive.
mendations are now unSer consideration by the mechanical department.
If Mr. Bean's recommendations are put
into execution the Albuquerque shops
wii' bo brough: up to a par with the
shops at Topeka, which are the most
extensive on the Santa Fe.
Mr. Bean is accompanied by Mrs.
Bean, and they will leave on their return to Ios Argeles tomorrow night.
Regarding business on the coast
lines, Mr. Bean says that there Is a
large Increase this year over the
business of last year, In both the passenger and freight departments. The
San Francisco business has made an
especially large increase. .

(',cneral Air Hiake Inspector IX M
Lewis, of the Santa Fp. arrived In the
The famous daughter of Jay Gould
city Saturday night from the north. In
charge of t lie air brake Instruction ear has a curious aversion to photographspent yesterNo.
!"i'. Mr.
ers. Site has sat for but very few all
day and today In the city making
her life, and not at all of recent years.
of
benefit
demonstrations fur the
trainmen, and will leave for the Thus what pictures have appeared In
west tonight. Gallup will be his next the newspapers have been copies of
stop.
a picture taken ten years or more

I. K. Shmkhart, of Galveston, who
was recently appointed to the position of acting nuditor of the Santa Fe,
vice J. E. Baxter, is strictly an Albuquerque boy, and his many friends
here are pleased to learn of his promotion. In this city a few years ago, he
was Joined in inarrlngo to Miss Hassle Bell, sister of James and William
Bell. Mrs. F. F. Trotter and Mrs. W. u.
McMilllon,
and from here went to
Gallup, where ho worked under W. W.
Pope, auditor of the Gulf division of

i

MONDAY,

ago.

The Store of
BETWEEN

The accompanying photograph Is
from a snapshot Hashed In Detroit a
Gould was atMl
few days ag-and a phototending a convention
grapher "cntniit" her as she was leaving the hall.
At the same moment and the expression of her face shows It she also
caught the photographer at work.
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BafcJes' Hcodi,

I

Babies' Jackets,
Babies' Bootees,

45c to 25c

Shawl Fascinators, 2.00 to 25c

'.'.

..

SALE IS NOW IN PROGRESS.

ft

'

'

0

REMEMBER

i

...

with those offered by

0

EVERY THIRTEENTH

THE GLOBE STORE,

0

PURCHASE ABSOLUTELY FREE.

West Railroad Avenue

BRIDGE IN

THE ENTIRE WORLD.
Is now given to
the report that Cairo will soon have
the longest bridge in the world, and
one that will cost in the neighborhood of $10,000,000. This bridge will
pan the Ohio river from Cairo to a
point on the Kentucky shore. A spur
of the bridge will also span the Miss- ssippl to Bird's Point, on the Mis
souri side.
The Cairo, WIekllffe, Mayfield &
Norfolk railroad is at the head of the
gigantic enterprise, and a preliminary
meeting has been already held, accord- ng to the report of Genet ai Manager
Delano of the above named road, to arrange for starting the work at once.
A terminal company will also be organ- zed for the interest of other railroads
who wish to use the bridge.

I

Some authenticity

CRISIS OF GIRLHOOD

Kv..

ffe

STATE BLACKMAIL

that Lydla B
Plnkham'a Vegetable Compound bas
Saved Ber Life and Made Her Well

How mnnv lives of beautiful yonnir
girls have been sacrificed just as they
were ripening1 into womanhood I How
many irregularities or displacements
bave been developed at thiH important
period, resulting in years of suffering I

tion's examination of life Insurance business.
The federal records show. It is claimed, that there exists a form of
blackmail, by state authorities, other than legislatures, and over and above
the state taxes imposed. This blackmail goes under t'ne name of "supervision charges."
The bureau's statistics show that 28 states,' in the year 1902, received
from insurance companies, exclusive of taxes, over $5,000,000 more than
they expended in the supervision of those companies.
A pertinent Illustration is the case of the Wisconsin insurance depart
ment, which last year collected over $500,000 from insurance companies, while
less than $20,000 was required for the administration of the department.
Girls' niodestv and oversensitiveness
North Carolina collects over $200,000 from insurance companies, while often puxzle their mothers and baffle
$j,000
required
is
the
department.
tne
for
mainenance
of
less than
physicians, because they wunnoia ineir
The insurance committtee of the American Bar association, after
confidence at this critical period.
an examination of the records in Washington this summer, wrote as
A mother should come to her child'
part of its report in favor of legislation.
aid and remember that Lydla E. Pink-ham- 's
"While there are in many states capable and efficient commissioners or
Vegetable Compound will at this
superintendents who are engaged In the conscientious performance of their time prepare the system for the coming
the
duties, the principal occupation of these officials in other states is to draw change and start
. period
.... menstrual
:
: i.
i.
H a, young giri B mo wiuiyuu jituu vj
their salaries and accept the certificates Issued by the standard insurance
York,
irregularities.
Massachusetts and Connecticut, of the insolv
states, such as New
Miss fcmmauoieoi xuuanoma, xeua..
ency, etc., of companies of those states."
whites:

Ou-rul-

,

WARNING

I

Ml-on-

BAD BLOOD

'

one-hal-

)
I

Every part of the body is dependent on the blood fur nourishment and
Strength, and when from any cause this vital stream of life becomes impoverished or
it invites disease to enter. No one can be well when the
blood is impure; they lack the energy that is natural with liealth, the complexion becomes pale and sallow, the vital energies are at a low ebb, and they
sutler from a general broken-dowcondition of health. The system is weakened and unable to resist the diseases and disorders that are constantly assailing it. The Liver and Kidneys, failing to receive the proper stimulation and
nourishment from the blood, grow inactive and dull, and the waste matters
and bodily impurities that should pass off through these channels of nature
are left in the system to pioduce Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores and Ulcers,
Skin Diseases or some other blood disorder. When the Hood is in this weakened and diseased condition it should be treated with a remedy that is not
only thorough, but gentle in its action. S. S. S., a purely vegetable remedy,
made of roots, herbs and barks, is iust what is needed. It not only cleanses
the blood of all impurities and poisons, and enriches and strengthens it, but
.'
gently builds up the entire system by its tine
mi
tonic eflect. S. S. S. reinvigorates every inem- berof the foody, gives toneanu vigor to tne uiooa,
Vijv vSjv
liferent parts, carries ro- Q
S. S. S. acts more
bust health and strcngtl
PURELY V E G ET AB LE. I'1"01"!'1')' a"0- Rives better results than any other
medicine. It cures Rheumatism, Catarrh, .Sores
and Ulcers, Skin Diseases and all other blood disorders, and cures them permanently. Our Medical Department will be glad to give advice without
charge to all suffering with blood or skin disease s. Address
run-dow-

n,

n

fr
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SWIFT SPCCtflC CO., ATLANTA,

.
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RIO SYSTEM
GRANDE
"Scenic Line of the World"
Shortest and quickest Una frm
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Spring, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all line east and weL Time a qulek
and rate aa low aa by other line.

Washington, D. C, Oct. 16. Something like a sensation has been created
by a condition of affairs which has been disclosed by the bureau of corpora-

FRIENDL Y

hiimhiii
urn iriiwi iwiniiiri

DENVER

CONCERNS

purpose of reporting the advisability
A fireman Is wanted on the Glorieta of establishing a railway mall seTvlce
mountain, and the oldest man in the on the new line.
service will receive the Job by applyThe mail between Durango-Aztec-ing within five days.
Farmington is still carried by stage.
The people of San Juan county are
Henry Englebreth, a well known very anxious to have the mail carried
Santa Fe fireman with a run out of by train, as it would save one day.
this city, has returned from an ex As it now stands the stage leaves Du- tended eastern trip. He has resumed ranga at 7 o'clock in the morning, and
his run.
does not reach Farmington until 7
p. m., and the same hours in return
John Leonard, who formerly held a ing. By train mail will arrive In Aztec
.,throttle on the Central, but Is now on and Farmington in time to get outim- the Santa Fe running out of Raton portant replies uy return man. upon
visited friends in Estancia one day Mr.' Charleton's report depends translast week.
fer f:om Btage to train service.
Mr. Charleton, upon his return to
William Bailey, an
Alamogordo Durango, Wednesday, stated that his
blacksmith, employed by the South- report would be favorable to the es
western, may lose an eye as the re- - tablishment of the service, and the
suit of an accident one day last week. same would be placed In operation NAVAJO INDIAN BOY8
OFFICIAL MATTERS
By a rebouiyi of his sledge hammer
Just as soon as the report reaches the
MAKE GOOD ESCAPE.
fils glafses were broken and a piece department and can be acted upon.
Nothing has been heard from the
or gias entered the eye.
Postoffice Established.
three Navajo Indian boys who ran
OF
PIGMY
ROAD
MISSOURI'S
A postofflce has been established at
away from the training school In
The Southern Pacific has made a
SIX MILES, THREE MEN Santa Fe several days ago. Keys Ou Gascon, Mora county, to be served
deposit with the state government,
One of the smallest and at the same rule, an employe, at the school, has from Roclada, five miles south. Harry
amounting to $540,000, to guarantee
tne construction of the line between time queerest steam railroads in the been out for four days in search of L. Cutler has been appointed post
Guaymaa and Guadalajara. The road country la located in Missouri, with the truants, but could learn nothing master.
A postofflce has been established
.He traveled
nas aireaay maae contracts with con terminals at Exeter and CassvUle. It of their whereabouts.
e
at the Indian village of Seama, Vatractors for 50,000 tons of steel rails, is called the Cassvllle & Western rail over 250 miles on this trip. Mr.
way, and is Just six miles long. Ex
left again for Guam, where he lencia county, to be served from LaJ. R. Farwell, chief engineer of the eter is a small town on the "Frisco will again make search for the fugi- guna, eight miles to the east. Sarah
Crandall has B. Young has been appointed post
Albuquerque Eastern railway, with railroad, near Monett, Mo., and the tives. Superintendent
headquarteis
at Albuquerque, and pigmy road makes connections with given him orders that he stay around master.
wife, left Santa Fe Saturday for Es. the 'Frisco. The entire equipment of the Navajo country until the boys are Receipts of Internal Revenue for Sep
tember.
tancla, where Mr. Farwell will attend the road consists of two small engines, captured, and not to come back to
to railroad business. Mrs. Farwell two combination baggage and passen- the school until he succeeds.
The prosperity of New Mexico an
ger cars and one freight oar. On the
will go to Antelope Springs for
Arizona Is well illustrated by the re
company's pay roll are turee men, an INFANT SON DIES
short visit
ceipts of internal revenue as shown
engineer, who is his own fireman.
IN OKLAHOMA.
In the report of H.
P. Hardshar,
brakeman, and a third, who fills the
Chauncey A. W. Depew, who w
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur United States Internal revenue" collec
badly crippled in a wreck about two offices of conductor, agent, express Staab, formerly of Santa Fe, but now tor for New Mexico and Arizona, for
years ago, while running as conduc man, and express-agen- t.
The line living in Oklahoma! where Mr. Staab the month of September. The total
tor on the Carrlzozo branch of the has been In operation for twelve years Is In the insurance busnless, will re receipts for the month were $5,154.01
soutbwestein, has Just returned from and is said to be a paying Institution gret to learn that the son recently an Increase over the corresponding
corpus t,nnstie, lexas, and is stop-- Cassvllle Is six miles east of Ex born to them has died.
month of last year of 344 per cent.
Ping in tA raso a few days before tak eter, the track being down grade the
entire distance. Each day the engine
ing nis old run.
pulls the two coaches up the hill to
jonn v. Key, engineer, connected Exeter, and, upon the arrival of the
first passenger train on the 'Frisco
witn tne Santa Fe at WHlard. was
visitor to E.stancia the' other day. He main line, leaves for Cassvllle with
was lOLKing tor several teams, for one coach, carrying passengers and
'.vhlch be has steady work for some freight.
The second coach Is left at Exeter No Need to be Alarmed About Stomach Troubles if You
time ai gool isy. He was not sue
cekciui, as most or the teams at Es until the arrival of a later passenger
train on the main line of the 'Frisco
tancla are Luby.
Use
Guaranteed by J. H. O'Reilly '& Co.
Any passengers
for Cassvllle are
placed
I.,
is
in
coach,
which
aboard
the
lirumbaueh, who baa been
ii.
It does not contain opium in any
Shortness of breath, black spedka
nignt yardmaster for the Santa Fe fo charge of the brakeman, and the re
acids, alcohol, or any other
a year past, has resigned and will turn trip made, gravity being the mo before the eyes, furred tongue, dizzi- form,
harmful drug of chemical. It is a pure
gases
food,
sour
belching
power.
ness,
or
of
owing
pace
tive
Is
in
a
The
slow,
days
leave ...
few
for Little Rock
remedy that heals the irritaUl mu
wut-iue eoes- 10 lane a resnon- to the frequent application of the weakness and debility are all signs of cous membrane,
stimulates the solar
sible position with the Iron Mountain brake to prevent the car getting be
stomach. There is no plexus, and aids digestion.
railway. James Walters, of Las Ve- yond the control of the man in charge, catarrhto ofbethe
unduly alarmed, for this
Ask .1. H. Oitielly & Co.. to show
gas, will become night yardinaster in
No one has ever been killed or In need
by
It you the guarantee under which they
cured
can
be
disease
Jured on this novel
althougn
the local yards.
road,
remedy that strikes at the sell
It costs but 50 cents
the freight car once got away from the Is theof only
the evil and actually cures the box. and your money is returned if
Conductor L. A. Fuller, who has employes and coasted clown the hill root
it does not help you.
been on one of the cinder trains on from Exeter to CassvUle, wrecking disease.
some
of
buildings.
Canyon
terminal
the
road, had the misfortune
the
the first of last week to have one of
the heavy Iron aprons, which lie beWEAKENS THE SYSTEM
tween the cais, fall on his left leg. ENGINEER CL'RREM NARROWLY
- ESCAPES HORRIBLE
As a consequence", he has been taking
DEATH
AND INVITES DISEASE
an enforced vacation.
Engineer C. Curretn, of Winslow, in
charge of the engine pulling No. 8,
which arrived In this city last night,
f
one and
hours late, had a
narrow escape yesterday morning from
an awful death, and but for his heroism the entire train would probably
hile run
have gone Into the ditch.
ning at an ordinary rate of 6peed and
e
twenty-fivwhen near Luna station,
miles west of Gallup, one of the side
rods en the engine broke. The flying
rod immediately reduced that side of
the engine c&h to kindling wood.
Curreui owes his life to the fact that
a second before the accident he had
stepped back to the engine tender to
gt a drink, and was not in the cab
when the accident occurred. The fireman Jumped when the rod first hit
the cab, and was severely bruised.
The brave engineer, knowing that
hundreds of lives ou the train behind
bis engine were in danger, stuck to bis
post ,and at the risk of instant death
stepped into the cab, shut off the
throttle and brought his engine to a
stop, it waa necessary to send to
Gallup for another engln to pull the
train to that point.

' hhmh

Miss Emma Ools Bays

OF

INSURANCE

inmrrmT fn-t- i ir

PAIN AND PERIL

A TIME' OF

MISS HELEN GOULD.

TO ESTABLISH ROUTE
ON NEW ROAD.
C. H. Charleton, inspector In the
government railway mail service, witfi
Engineer Jeff Roberts and wife, headquarters in St. Louis, has Just
passed through this city Saturday completed a trip of inspection over
night from Kansas to their home in the Farmington extension of the DenSan Marcial.
ver & Rio Grande railroad, for the

George Troutman, foreman of the
bauta Fe stock yards, is suffering
from a badly lacerated Jaw, the Tesult
of Luing kicked in the face by a Texas
steer. Mr. Troutraan, while engaged
in loading cattle at the stockyards on
Saturday afternoon, got too close to a
car loaded with cattle, and one of the
bteers kicked through the laf of the

$2.00 to 25c Children's Skirts, $1.00 to 35c
1.25 to 65c Ladies' Skirts,
2.50 to 40c

It will cost you nothing to examine these goods, and compare qualities and price
other stores.

n

ide.

Knit Goods

! s

St!t f
'

We have Juat received a large shipment of Knit Goods, which
were bought many month
ago long before the rise In the
wool market, and will tell them at correspondingly low pricea. For Instance:

PROCEEDING ON
RATON'S NEW RAILROAD.
The Utah Construction company,
which has the contract for the construction of 120 miles of the roadbed
of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific railway from Cimarron to the
proposed connection of the road with
the Colorado & Southern at Des
Moines, Union county, is now working on the grade south of Preston, a
on the Hebron-Vatown
Houten
branc h of the 'Santa Fe twelve miles
below Raton, Colfax county.

The Chloride train now runs from
Kingman, the Needles trip having
been abandoned. A crew Is stationed
at Kingman and will make regular
tri weekly trips, as under the old
schedule. A dailv train has been put
on the Barnwell branch. As soon ae
business Justifies a dally train will be
put on be tween Kingman and Chlor-

THIRD STREETS

:y.

WORK

Mr. and Mrs. Allan O. Kennedy intend to leave Santa Fe early next
month, and will probably make their
home at hi Paso Texas. Mr. Kennedy
will be In Santa Fe shortly on his return from an official trip along the
Santa Fe Pacific. The gentleman Is a
well known civil engineer and surveyor, and is connected with that roau.

Reliability

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

the Santa Fe.

LONGEST

OCT. 18, 1905.

al

AS SHE IS TODAY

lo-(-

AND

EVENING C1T1ZEX

GAm

PULLMAN
DININQ
SLEEPERS.
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through

train.

No tlraeom

delaya at any atatlon.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply cm

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.t Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

-

Mrs.
Dtr
" I want

Pinkham!
,
to tell you tnat i am enjoying poster health than I have for years, and I owe
it all to Lydi J2. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- PO"Vhen fourteen years of age I suffered almost constant pain, and for two or three
rears I had soreness and pain in my side,
headaches and was dinzy and nervous, and
doctors all failed to bgp me.
" Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
was recommended, and after taking it my
healrh began to jniprove rapidly, and I think
my experiit raved my life. I sincerely hope
ence will be a help toother girls who are passing from girlhood to womanhood, for I know
your Connound will do as much for them."
If you know of any young girl who Is
.

sick and needs motherly advice ask her
to write Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.,
and she will receive free advice which
put heron the right road toastrong,
healthy and happy womanhood.
n-i-

A

Is

Oftei

FATAL MISTAKE.

Made by the Wisest of Albu-

querque People.

It's a fatal mistake to neglect

The Great Paper of the Great West

THE KANSAS CITY STAR
Everywhere recognized as the strongest and most reliable newspaper
in the most prosperous region of the United States.

WHEREIN IT LEADS
ITS UNEXCELLED NEWS SERVICE embraces the continuous report
of the Associated Press, with dispatches every hour; the general and
special service of the New York Herald; the Hearst transontlnental
leased wire service and special correspondence for THE STAR'S own
representatives In Washington, D. c.; Jefferson City, Mo.; Topeka,
Kas., and Guthrie, Ok., In addition to the large grist of news that
comes daily from several hundred other alert representatives.
ITS MARKET REPORTS AND COMMENTS have an authoritative
value that causes them to be telegraphed to all parts of the United
States the moment THE STAR cornea from the press. No Western
man even Indirectly Interested lin the value of food products, stocks
and securities can afford to be without THE STAR'S dally record of
prices and conditions.
ITS SPECIAL FEATURES include the Chaperon's column, In which
are answered questions pertaining to beauty aids and social customs
and affairs, a department for Inquirers on other subjects and a wide
range of miscellaneous articles throwing side lights upon the world's
most interesting people and events these in addition to a vigorous
editorial page, absolutely Independent, politically, and a Sunday Issue
that Is full of live special matter and human Interest.

Backache Is the first symptom of
kidney ills.
Serious complications follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure them
promptly.
Don't delay until too late.
THIRTEEN PAPERS EACH WEEK FOR 10c
Until It become diabetes Dright's
disease.
The Kansas City Star was the first and Is still the only newspaper
to deliver a complete morning paper, THE KANSAS CITY TIMES, to
Read what an Albuquerque citizen
says:
its subscribers, without increase in the subscription price.
Mrs. J. II. Smith, of 115 Huning avenue, wife of J. H. Smith deputy sheriff, says: "I have had backache for a
month so severe that every moye-nren- t
I made hurt, and .1 never knew
the moment by the slightest strain on
THE DINING
the muscles of the back brought a
twinge that could only be described as
CAR SERVICE
excusiatlng. I went to the Alvarado
pharmacy for Poan's Kidney Pills, and
took them. The remedy stopped the
annoyance. Since then I have had no
necessity to use Doan's Kidney Pills
From the California Limited
nor any other medicine for aching
Log Book)
across the small of the back."
Scenic Features, the Mining
The
B0
For sale by all dealers. Price
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-Milburthe Manufactories, the Smelting InY., sole agents for the United States.
terests, the Choicest Agricultural
and
Remember the name Doan's
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
C2
take no other.
places, are all along or reached
It Is peculiar that all of as
most conveniently from the
Office Chief Quartermaster. Denver,
should compliment the Harvey
Colo., Oct. 6, 1905. Sealed proposals
System, and yet wo do. It's a
In triplicate, subject to usual condibablt, and we can't help it. I
tions, will be received here and at the
am really ashamed to say anyofilce of Post Quartermaster until 11
a. m., November 6. 1905, for furnish-- 1
thing further, tut I ean't abIng at Fort Apache, Ariz., 700.000
stain. The dining car servUe
Many of the best parts of the state
lbs. hay, during the fiscal year endon the California Limited Is toe
ing June 30, 1906. Proposals for quancan be reached by no other railway.
good to be true.
Are yo'i Interested in Colorado?
tities less than the whole required, or
Send three cents In stamps for our
for delivery at points other than the
K. T. W.
U.
beautiful Illustrated book, "Pictur
one named, will be entertained.
esque Colorado," to
. reserves
me rigui io accept or ro- ject any or all bids or any part thereT. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt
Denver, Colo,
of. Information furnished on application here or at office of PoRt QuarterEnvelopes to be marked,
master.
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
The Pantatorium.
"Proposals for Hay at Ft. Apache."
Clothes cleaned, pressed and dyed.
C. A. H. McCAULKY, Chief Q. M.
All clothes called for and delivered.
206 West Silver avenue.
Auto phone
Plans to Get Rich
8TRAYED OR STOLEN.
downs, due to dyspepsia or constipa- 721. O. D.'Hoffman, proprietor.
From Willard, N. M., Sept. 27, three
tion. Hrace up and take Dr. King's
MEN AND WDltfEN, horses of the following description:
Tbey take out the
New Mfe Pills.
Hay horse branded KL-- N on left hip.
I'm KiR d frunntur!
materials that are clogging your endinrbruw.wttatimiiua,
Hay horse," branded N on left hip.
K
(iurucii
or
uiiiatitue5
irritatiiiti
U
you
Cure
start.
ergies, and give
a new
bsi la aulciur.
ut mucoui nimljrti,
black
horse, branded N on left hip.
I
all
too.
At
dizziness,
headache and
PfciuU-Mftt.d not
A liberal reward will be paid f.r
fsCtM!rjiCa. ge ut or puxiuout. miladrug stores; 25c, guaianteed.
t7T
the return of the animals to Ubalo T.
ftold f IravUU
are often frustrated by sudden break- or i!l ir pUI it trrwt Sanchez, los Lunas, N. M.
r 3 buttl.i J 75
11 (jO
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
GOITZ'S PICALILLI AT MALOY'S
t if cuur
gas range.

The Bust

of Colorado

n

Colorado Southern
Railway

A1

OCT. 18, 1905.'

MONDAY,

li U 0 L1 1 KQU E EVKNING CITIZEN
N. PEACH

GLAMIS, OF AGE, LEARNS

LORD

MOST ANYTHING

Automatic 'phone, 635. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

From Josh Wise.

Haunted Castle in the Grampian Hills That Contains a Grim MysteryWhere
Macabeth Slew Duncan and a Scottish King Was MurderedEven

HILLS THAT CONTAINS
HAUNTED CASTLE IN THE GRAMPIAN
BETH SLEW DUNCAN AND A SCOTTISH KING WAS MURDERED
BAFFLED.

Edinburgh, Oct. it;. Led deep down ii card pa-t- y at Olamis castle, and In
of the game, a card, Wit;
Into the vaults of Oilamis castle, in nine coin?!'
or dittnonds, known as the "Curse
his
ly
Scotl?d,
Hill
j of
the Grampian
of Scotland." mysteriously fell from
father, the old earl of S; athmore,
ceili .i to the floor. One of those
at the house party, relating
Ixtrd Glamis, heir to the vast Strath- t : .
icnt, says the carl put his foul
more estates, has Inst been revealed ;t'
to discuss
to him the drnd secret of the castle. on ii.e curd nnd declined
'
The r.velath n was the chief of the matter.
11
Another tradition Is that several
the preseits revived by Lord
hlrthday. centuries ago, a large numbe;' of the
i
Olamis on hid twenry-fif- t
For centuries the la uily lw has pro- . u nties of the StralUmore house were
vided that the mystery of the castle enticed into the secret chamber ou
lie in the keeping of not more than some pretext and were all murdered
earl, his estate manager there, since which time the room has
been accursed.
And his eldest son.
For hundreds of years kings even
Macb2th' Old Castle.
have tried In vain to Induce the
was the ancient home of
The
hall
Strathmore family to reveal the se- Macbeth, and the room still exists
cret.
where Macbeth murdered Duncan in
There is a tradition which says a 1040. Seven years before, In 1033,
secret chamber is Inhabited by the Malcolm II, king of Scotland, was murghost of a former earl of Strathmore, dered In the castle. Four hundred
struck dead by heaven for blasphemy years ago. Lady Glamis was accused
while playing cards.
of witchcraft, by a discarded suitor.
"Nine of Diamonds."
and of directing her powers against
was
It is said that recently there
James V of Scotland, and was burned

Anybody th't gits

-

fiitfr'&

'

INSURANCE,

at the stake on Castle Hill,

Edln-th-

The strained relations that
the ni.irrl ige of the late earl of
more w u :!tie to an attempt
wile, niece " Lord Normanby,
cover the k
tt, which has
been held by any woman,

marred

REAL ESTATE-NOTA-RY
PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

o

Strath-- f
by rnls
to dls- -

"Oh, very well," remarked the
dent of the big life insurance
pany. "It s all in the family."

presicom-

'

Lily

Smoke the White
JOE

"No man can imagine how terrible
never the mental sufferings were In tne six
hours we wdYe imprisoned in that tunnel," said the young engineer. "We
knew that any minute the flames
might eat their way through the barricades we had erected, and that the
10,000 pounds of powder would explode. When the rescuers reached us
we fainted, and on reaching the open
air I found my hair had turned- white
In those six hours."
"It was a eirlble experlenre," re
marked one of his hearers, "but this
thing of the hair turning white doesn't
mean anything. Why, one Sunday afternoon 1 met a chorus girl who had
dark brown hair, and when I saw her
Monday morning it had turned

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Cigar.

0

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

The Hendrie

12 W. Railroad Avenue.

113

Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guar
antee first class baking.
207 8. First Street.
Albuquerque.
BALLING.

The

'

Fm

Mkvtfv,: III

1621-163-

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
Orders Solicited.

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

Free Delivery,

RANKIN & CO.
LOANS

iiiMniMiM,i'iatMiBacMap

win

.

l

,

'

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

JO

RESULT OF COLLEGE

MINISTERS, AS ANNOUNCED BY
THE YUMA CONFERENCE.

The following are the appointments
announced by the bishop for the
year, as a result of the Yuma,

en-uln- g

Arts., conference:
Phoenix A. R. MacLean.
Prescott L. W. Wbeatley.
Tucson F. H. Schafer.
Bisbee To be supplied.
Cananea C. P. Metcalf.
Douglas I. L. Oakes.
Flagstaff A. L. Lumpkin.
Glendale E. E. Dowd.
Globe A. K. Stabler.
Jerome
K. Stewart.
Kingman and Seligman H. I. Farr.
Mesa J. A. Crouch.
Needles, Cal. David Roberts.
Safford A. L. Hawley.
Tempe J. C. Rollins.
Tombstone
Benson A. A.
and
Hyde.
Winslow William Whitfield.
Williams E. G. Decker.
Wilcox and Pearce To be su.Vdled.
Yuma J. M. Ochiltree.
Mr. Rogers was returned as superintendent for the ensuing year. The
next conference of the church will be
held In Phoenix.

A Chicago man being

THE DARTMOUTH ELEVEN

I

tried for mur

der claims that he can't be hanged be
cause he has an ossified neck. No,
no, he isn't the president of any in
Princeton
48 TAKES "BIG CHIEF" MYERS BACK
company.
0
Bucknell
EAST AND HARVARD WILL BE suranee
GIVEN FACTS.
West Point
. 6
Whittler, Ixjwel and Gen. Sherman's
Virginia Polytechnic
names have been admitted to the Hall
...16 A telegram
from Bouider, Colorado, of Fame, the first two in the author's
Columbia
11
says:
Williams
class and the last in the soldier's
6
When Ralph Glaze left for Dart class. Sherman was eligible for either.
Yale
30 mouth college some
time ago he was Wasn t he the author of "War is
Holycross
0 accompanied by a swarthy, heavy-se- t
Hell?"
University Vof Pennsylvania
17 fellow on whose suit case were the
University of North Carolina
0 initials "J. J. M." It was stated that
And Saying Nothing.
InMichigan
.'
18 the latter was Hurch de Lappe.
Kev. Wm. Fields has been sawing
Vanderbllt
0 vestigation shows that his name Is J. wood for H. C. Cornett for a few days
Myers. He is from El Paso.
Hyden (Ky.) Thousand Sticks.
Brown
34 J.
When several of the Arizona towns
University of Maine
0
got up base ball teams this year MyThompson's Poetical Estimate.
Georgetown
0 ers was iured to play
U. G. Thompson has a fine patch of
with the Cllf-iv-6
Villa Nova
Arizona, team.
He is known buckwheat which he estimates at
12 down there as "Big Chief," because 4,783 cakes.
Purdue
Carrolton (O.)
0 he is FU')C'':d to be of Indian extrac- Wabash
:
He played win th.
u.
23 tion.
Amherst
There Were Others.
Bowdoin
0 Arizona, team at Las Vegas, Albuquer- Well, Mr. Ed, I went to that great
1(if que, EI Paso and at Trinidad.
rhira.
show
at Whltwell, Friday, and I saw
At Trlnlla(J. where Ralph Glaze
6
Indiana
and I seen and I liked to have seen
playing:
iwas
name
under
,
of
the
,
in j Pierce, he saw Myers and decided to nothing worth seeing, especially not
lanisie inuiaus
0 take him to
University of Virginia
Dartmouth to play on enough to Justify one to ride eight
. .... A the football team. He is strong, heavy miles over a rough road and pay 60
tiui.tliu
cents to get to Bee nothing. But I am
Springfield Training
0 built and a fleet runner.
These facts have been sent to Har- proud to think I was not the only one
12
Wisconsin
I saw quite a number of my
0 vard, and if an effort is made to play fooled.
Notre Dame
old neighborhood folks thete. I saw
Myers
on
the
Dartmouth
will
team
he
28
West Virginia University
Geo. H.
Robt. Holt, Eph. Pit
be protested by Harvard.
Ohio University
0
man, W. G. Spangler. D. M. Griffith
12
Illinois
Note. Glaze and "Big Chief" My- and others too numerous to mention.St. Ixuis University
6 ers both played
base ball in the re- Caroline Chapel correspondence, Se- Northwestern
...18 cent territorial fair tournament. quache (Tenn.) News.
2 Giaze was the man
Beloit
"Pierce." who
Pat Crowe was cheered when he ar
6 pitched for the Trinidad tenm. while
California University
nig inlian" who rived in Omaha in custody of the po
Stanford
0 Alyirs was the
lice. At any rate, the people at the
caught for the Clifton team.
depot cheered, and it's only fair to
LAS VEGAS COMMERCIAL
assume that they cheered Pat. They
New Cure for Cancer.
CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS.
All surface cancers are now known couldn't have been cheering the
The Las Vegas Commercial Club
has elected the following officers to to be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica
Salve. Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va.,
serve foi- the ensuing year:
Maybe Omaha ha two or three
President, F. H. Pierce; vice presi- writes:
"i naa a cancer on my lip
who need kidnaping.
dent, Isaac Davis; directors, H. E. for years, that seemed incurable, till
A Pennsylvania
Bunklen's Arnica Salve healed It, and
Twitehell. R. J. Taupert. Hallett
court lias decided
Guaranteed that a theater isn't a public seivant.t
Max Nordhaus. William A. Uud- - now it Is perfectly well.
decke. Dr. J. M. Cunningham. M W. icuie for cuts and burns. 25c at all It minlit hive well gone ,,,.,
further and!
11,.,,,, ..,', a....
,1,1.,,,
Browne. Isaac Bacharach, A. A. Jones, druggists.
a public
in Pennsylvania.
Harry W. Kelly.
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywtiere"
The former auditor of Indiana Is in
Subscribe for The Evening Cltlsen. better cook with safe gas.
i
a sanitarium, suffering
from shock.
No wonder. Winn be ran into Gov.
Ilanly he was against a live wire.
A New York minister says heaven
is full of apartment houses. Maybe
is, Inn yon can bet there's a sign in
eacl! i) lit ...lanitui. Wanted."
'.

A.

GREAT RUSH TO
THE GREAT SOUTHWEST.
There is an unusual rush of persons
traveling through Raton these days
for points in the extreme west and
southwest. Most of them are coming
from Chicago and points in the middle west, and are bound for southern
California. The rush Is on because ot
the colonist rates in effect on all of
the western roads leaving Chicago,
and while these colonist rates have
been put 6n each fall for a number
of years, the travel U heavier this
year than ever before. These rates
went into effect on September loth,
and are to be in existence for a couple
of months. The travel now Is tight
at its heighth and railroad men are
begianing to experience a little trouble
in handling the crowds. Raton Range.

GLAZE MAKES FIND FOR

FOOT BALL GAMl$

ARIZONA METHODIST

i

,

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PKLTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS. Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

Secretary Mutual Building Aasocla
tlon. Office at J. C BaJdrldge's Lumber yard.

TOYI A OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

is the standard of quality
Bl'IYi;iSi:kjolts
arc judod.

by

hich

1

Commanding the highest price, yet leading in
snle, proves that its superiority is recognized throughout the world.

Sales for 1901, 130,3tt8,320 Bottles.

i

WILL TAKE

REDUCED PRICES

ooooooooo

BEBBER

without pain,

...

x

I

OPTICAL CO.

IS Gold Ave.

Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.

oo KD000000

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on our laundry workf Try it and see bow durable it la.
Notice how long It keeps It finish. We turn out linen, white at mow
and free from all specka or wrinkles.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
Room

17, N. T. Armijo Building.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

City Market
V.

John

Abbott, Prop.

0

Meals, Butter and Eggs
109 North Second St.

Two Daily Trains Each Way
via

El

Paso and Southwestern System

0

j

0

0

Rock Island System
--

0

Between-

0

FREIGHTS

0

us

0
0

Standard and Tourist Sleepers.
Cbalr Cars and Coaches.

Dray

in'

0

Shippin'

t

once, you'll
call again.
Trices right;
there ain't no gougln'.
You have

Albuquerque Transfer Men

WIDE

Dining Cars

a.-a-nt

(JARNRTT

$25

0
0
0,

WITHOUT CHANGE.

The shortest, quickest and best line between the Creat Lakes,
the Mississippi Valley and the Pacific Coast.

'

California

meals a la carte.

0

VESTIBULED THROUGHOUT.
THROUGH

xzzzxzzzzxzxzzzzzzzzxzxxzx
$25

0

0

Chicago,
St. Louis, Kansas City and
The Great Southwest

Movin

0
0

0
0

0

ii

!

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

By the

"Red Wagons"

0

Only th Beat

Cure adds to the physical, it H
gives stnugth to and builds up!H
strength in the human system. H is R
ph
to the taste and palatable, M
and tne only food combination of
that will digest the food and M
enable the system to appropriate all of H
its health and strength-givinquail-ties. Hold by all druggi.-'s- .
m

King oiiTioXtlUcK Beers"

M.

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.

Day or Night

On Dental Work.
Plates,
8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, $1.00

ENTRIES.
Frank K'nplin, of Farminwton, San
Juan eoiiinv I. as been appointed l'it- Mates ,iin i mini: si. 'i'T to take
atlldaiis in homestead entries for the
Far'i iiu'tun district. The appointment
was made by Chief Justice W. J. Mills.

jpepi-l-

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

AFFIDAVITS

Do You Want Strength?
If you want to increase your strength
you mutt add to and not take from the
physical. In other worda. the foou
that you tat must be digested, assim-- !
Hated and appropriated by the nei ves,
moon ami tissues peiore oeing ex- pt.lltd from the intestines. Kodol Dy-j-

WEST RAILROAD

o

Successors to Edwards ft Fuehr
307 West Railroad Avenue.

IN HOMESTEAD

I

117

Ths Fuehr Undertaking Company

up. Teeth extracted
60c All guaranteed.

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

riRE

Bitb 'Phones.

Co

9

INSURANCE.

Hay-nold- s.

,

O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

A. E. WALKER,

A

Tiie Ideal Beer

J

and Cigar Dealers

The Williams Drug

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

ASSIGNMENT OF

--

li'uor

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

It Looked Spick and Span.

i,.

Wholesale

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributor
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. ' Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

g'iw'

COLORADO

0Os)0K000000

0OaO0OtO0OeOOt

Best on

South Second Street.

214

DENVER,

I can save you money on Diamonds. When you
buy diamonds from me you trade with a reliable.
house; that means you buy diamonds right.
When you buy diamonds right you have a safe
investment, that's as good as government bonds. Diamonds increase
In value every year, and they bring pleasure, win hearts and Increase
your prestige. You are cordially invited to call and inspect tdj
beautiful line of gems at prices Jewelers cannot buy at wholesale
at retail.
what
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
The Man You Can Trust
1189 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad Tlclets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

C. PRATT & CO.

Butter

Seventeenth Street,

9

oooooooooo
oooooooooo
Unredeemed Diamonds
C '.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heektn & Co.'s Coffees, Im
boden's Granite Flour.

Earth.

f the West

Wosd-Workln-

OILS,

Hillsboro Creamery

Pioneer Machinery House

Steam, Electrlo and Hydraullo Engineering. Mine and Smelter Supplies, Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, 8aw
g
Mills,
Machinery, nd Engineers'
and Machinist'
Toole and Supplies. Western agents fer The American Radiator Co.
8peclal Catalogues on Application.

Thos. F. Kelehcr

PAINTS,

& Bolthoff

Mfg. and Supply Co

PIONEER BAKERY

SIMON

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
Robes, Horse. Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
Senator Piatt's lawyer has asked stops leaks. Caen paid for Hides and
the court to compel Mae Wood to be Pelts.
AVENUE.
more definite in her claim for ser- 109 WEST RAILROAD
vices rendered.
Get ready, boys,
Established In 1S82
there's goln' to be a belling."

k

7'

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

0. A. SLEY8TEf

WHERE MACROYALTY'S CURIOSITY

the-relgni-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street.
All

a pull

MYSTERY

...".rgh.

Wholesale Grocers

THIRD STREET

before he's made good has
got a bad handicap.
EVEN

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
7

208

Meat Market

Royalty's Curiosity Baffled.
A GRIM

& CO.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

GRIM SECRET OF STRATHMORES

8EVN.

PAGE

KINO.
Gen. Agt.

Second Class Colonist Rates

V. R. STILES,
Own. Passenger Agt.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

dl-'-

0
0
0

?e.-ran-is

Anht'user-ftusc-

h

Brewing Ass'n

i

Si, Louis, I'. S. A.

SARATOGA
CHIPS FRESH
ERY DAY AT MALOY'S.

Orders Promptly Filled ly

Chas. V. Kunz, Distributor, Albuquerque,
Lurrtd or hm Lapped

Sept. 15 to Oct. 31

1

N. M.

I

PAY

THE

HIGHEST

EV- -

H

u

WE FILL

Stopovers allowed In
For particulars, call
on any agent.
H. S. LUTZ,
J- J. BYRNE,
Agent.
G. P. A., Ims Angeles, Cal.
Call-firn!-

CASH
PRICE
FOR
YOUR
RAILROAD H
TICKETS. SEE ME BEFORE YOU M
M
SELL OR BUY. PAULSEN'S ASSOCIATION
TICKET OFFICE,
114
WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
ZXXXXXZXZZZXZZZZZXXZZZZZZZ

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

M1Wrii.ti,(i.M'MWt'wHfcm,iMM

At Consistent Prices
'

NEXT

TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

SUBSCRIBE FOR TIIC CITIZEN AND READ THE NEWS

ALHUOUEKOUK KVKNING

PAGE EIGHT.

CITIZEN.

homo at AtrV.-- "i. Kan., and to the
Npw Meilco. on
Important tn.w- Mr. Ineall says that
the Rock Islnn
Tuounicari an H.mta Hosa have not
since the boom
made inurli
!i
the railroad, and
which came
between go- Alamotiordo
.
Ing hack and
sin. The people
tls-:,a e thoroughly
of the latter
prospect of losing
heartened ,o
shops, which
the El Paso N
i:l Paso.
mny lie mover
il of Las Vegas, but
Charles (!.
isky, ()., who has suc
recently of S:
ceeded A. P. S:iiil!i' i of this city as
postofl'ice ii.s
lor for New Mexico
and Ailzona. m lv ii in Santa Fe Friday evening "wr the Santa Fe Central, and In- - led the local postof-fieIt Is understood
on SatuHiy.
Plieil will make- Al
he;e that
buquerque hN !nnie and headquarters.
S. C. Jack!'i. formerly manager of
the Ameriear. Lumber company, came
In from south n California this morning, whore hi- went a week lago on
biiHlness.
Mr. Jackson will remain
hero a few days, md then proceed to
Marshall, MicY. where he will engage
In the lumber business with his'
1

T.OCAT, AX1)

IMSRSONAli

i

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Every pair Kiiarantee.il to give eat is- factlnn In fit ana wear. Prims the
very lowest.

.

v

5
X

Generally fair tonight and Tuesday;
warmer tonight.
Iters Reddow, of Callup, was tran
sacting busiiie.-- s in the metropolis tori

a v.

Wallace Hesseldon and

Contractor

4
T

1

rT$f

.Men s Vicl Kid

StyllSfili

2
9
2
X

2

0

.M

$3.50 to $4.00

Shoes,

3.00to4.00

n's Hox Calf Shoes,

TTt

Fall aEd
m-t-

Patent Colt Shoes,'

Men s

$1.65 to $2.25

km

i350toAOO

J
9
$
9
2

Ladles' Vlcl Kid Shoes,

t.

vvi miles

!2i5!?$i5?
Ladies' Dongola Shoes,

X
4

Shoes for Boys or Girls,

9

4

J

0

$1.65 to $2.25

f

$1.00 to $2.25

9

ooooooooooooo
GETTING BREAKFAST
With food preparations from F. P.
Trotter's grocery la thorough assurance that you are starting the day.
rlfxht. This also holds good for all
other meals, as any article of food
purchased at our store can be absolutely depended upon for genuine excellence. We thoroughly
test any
goods offered us, and retain In our
stock only those found good and
wholesome.

r. r. TROTTER
Coooocooooooo

Kos. 11S and 120, South Second St.

I The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In every standard

THE

piano.

But

GENUINE CHICKERINQ

The triumphant result of over 80 years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
of superiority for every good quality .that any piano
could possess.

the standard

TIIK WIIITSOX MUSIC CO.

4

114 SOUTH SECOND STREET.

Ltrnifeer,

SasJ Doors'
;

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

First and 'Marquette,

0

0

2

ANNOUNCEMENT

X

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

THIS IS THE TIME OF YEAR
THAT YOU HAVE OCCASIONAL
THOUGHT8 OF XMAS.
BY NOVEMBER 1 THE RUSH FOR XMAS
WORK AT OUR STUDIO BECOMES
HARD TO HANDLE. IT IS TO DIVIDE
THIS NOVEMBER
RUSH
WITH THIS MONTH THAT WE
MAKE THE FOLLOWING OFFER:
FROM OCTOBER 1 TO NOVEMBER
t WE WILL GIVE ONE 11x14 ENLARGED PORTRAIT WITH EVERY
DOZEN OP OUR GENUINE PLAT- NUM CABINET FOLDER PHOTOS.
IT IS OBVIOUS TO ALL THAT THIS
AFFORDS
AN
EXCELLENT
CHANCE TO OBTAIN A HANDSOME
XMAS GIFT AT VERY LITTLE
COST.
MOON
KELEHER, MAKERS OF FINE PORTRAITS.

t

DIAMONDS

When tongbt right are a good investment. Our prices are right We Invltt
you to Coil and examine the beautlf ui diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,
RAILROAD

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

ETC.

Mall orders receive special attention.
AVENUE.
LEADING JEWELER

EVERITT

v,ife spent Sunday on a Visit to friends
at Helen.
Hon. Solomon Luna, who was here
last Saturday, went south to Los Lunas

that evening.
Mrs. Frank Johnson, of San Marclnl,
Is spending a few days in Albuquerque
on a visit to friends.
Mis. K. Wood Davis has purchased
lots 1 ami 2. block 4S, in the Eastern
addition to the Highlands.
General Manager Jones of the American Lumber company, left last night
ror the east, on a business trip.
W. A. Bayer, secretary to Senator1
W. II. Andrews, was a passenger
for Santa Fe on this morning's train.
It. P. Hall, proprietor of the AIdu- querque Foundry and Machine Shops,
has returned from a trip to California.
A. N. Pratt, a retired capitalist, Is
In the city
representing Edle lodge
No. 21, A. F. & A. M., of Carlsbad, at
the grand lodge.
The regular meeting of Mineral
lodge, No. 4, Knights of Pythias, will
be held this evening at their castle
hall In the Ellis' building.
Mrs. John Belknap, wife of the superintendent of the American Lumber
company, at Ketner, accompanied by
her son, Is In the city on a short visit.
Robert Dross, the expert accountant, has removed his office from 2114
South Second street, to the office of
W. P. Metcalf, at 321 West Gold
of
Mike Marline., an
this city, left last Saturday night for
Mexico. He will go to work in one of
the shops of the Mexican Central rail
way.

Pen Jaffa, of the Jaffa Grocery com
pany, left this morning on a business
trip to Chicago. Mr. Jafra expects to
be absent from the city for a couple of
weeks.
Regular review of Alamo Hive No.
1. L. O. T. M., at Odd Fellows hall
Tuesday afternoon, Actober 17, at 2:30
sharp. The ladies will give .their
usual monthly tea.
Hon.
Eugenlo Romero, territorial
coal oil Inspector, and treasurer and
collector of San Miguel conn
ty, Is in the city from Las Vegas, at
tending to official business.
Mrs. A. L. Hobbs, Mrs. J. P. Schroo
der and daughter, Miss Mildred, of
Katon, are in the city visiting the for
mer's parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Alns- worth, 214 Garfield avenue.
John T. Bolton, head of the grocery
department of the Joyce, Pruitt com
pany of Carlsbad, Is in the city rep
resenting chapter No. 9, A. F. & A. M.,
and becoming acquainted with the me
tropolls.
William Shaw, a new comer from
Trinidad, Is fitting up a billiard par
lor in the rear of the Gusaroff cigar
store on Railroad avenue. The par
lors will be opened the middle of this
week.
Mrs. Mary Wakefield, who has been
spending several weeks in Albuquer
que, on a visit to her mother, Mrs. L.
Foutz, of 1111 North Second street,
left this morning for her home at Kan
sas City, Mo.
Superintendent C. J. Crandall, of the
United States Indian Industrial school
at Santa Fe, who attended the cere
monlal session of the M'ystic Shriners,
was a passenger for the Capital City
this morning.
Special communication of Temple
lldge, No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this even
ing, at 8 o'clock. Work in the E. A
degree. By order of the W. M. J. C,
Ferger, secretary.
Miss Oro Wagner, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G. A. Wagner, of 209 florth
Second street, left Sunday evening for
lxs Angeles, Cal., where she will
spend the winter.
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the
United States land office at Santa Fe,
returned to the capital this morning
after spending yesterday In the city,
on a visit to his family.
N. G. Dye, of Sutton,
rk., arrived
In the city yesterday and will spend
several weeks In Albuquerque, on a
visit to his brother, J. A. Dye, of the
Crescent Lumber company.
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Brien left this
morning for their liome at Xenia, 111.,
after a pleasant visit In the city with
their daughters Misses Alice, Clara
and Katherlne' u'Brlen, of 208 South
Arno street.
Attorney Ellsworth Ingalls, of the
Indian depredation claims department,
has returned to his headquarters here
from a trip which took him to his
Darning stockings Is a waste of
time when you can buy new ones at
such low pi Ices as we offer them.
"Black Cat" hosiery, for Men, Women
and Children, 12'ic to 25c a pair at
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.
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butcher
Frank .Tohn.-'n- .
the
of San Marc!.'!, is in the city attending tho grainl lodge. Mr. Johnson Is
a delegate to the grcl lodge from
Hiram lodge No. 1!), A. F. & A. M.,
which thrive in San Marclal. the
little railroad town had three candidates to tTie Shrine, whlcfrTJId things
on Saturdav.
V. S. Mlera. a well known stock
raiser and me: chant of Cuba, np in the
Xacimlento country. Is here today on
business. He reports his section of
Sandoval county in fine condition for
stock raising, and says the sheep and
cattle are now in prime condition for
the markets.
R. M. Turner, district attorney of
Grant county, was among the morning
arrivals in the city. Mr. Turner Is a
delegate from the Silver City lodge.
No. 8, A. F. & A. M.. to the grand
lodge, which Is in session here, and
will be In session until tomoirow night.
Not the least, enjoyable feature of
Stowe's "Ten Nights in a Bar Rix)m"
company Is the program of classical
music furnished by their symphony
orchestra, under the leadership of
Prof. Raymond Hadley.
At Elks'
Opera House, Thuisday, Oct. 19th.
The city council will not meet tonight, as was previously announced.
Mayor McKee postpones the meeting
until tomorrow (Tuesday) afternoon,
at 3:30 o'clock, at the office of Clerk
Lee, in the N. T. Armijo building.
Mrs, Edward N. Rich, who has been
at St. Joseph's hospital for the past
two weeks recovering from an opeia-tion- ,
has sufficiently recovered so as
to bo able to return to her home on
North Fifth street.
Dr. L. E. Ervin is making some extensive impmvements to his office in
the Barnett Mock. He has Just completed installing an electric porcelain
furnace In connection with his ofaer
dental apparatus.
J. W. Chasten and W. L. Cockmon,
two new arrivals from the east, have
purchased lots 1 and 7 In blocks 31
and 32, in tho Eastern Highlands addition, and will at once begin the erection of dwellings.
Colonel W. II. Greer, of the Albuquerque Traction company, will leave
tonight after the fair meeting for
southern New Mexico, and will proba-uly be absent several days.
Read the fair meeting call, published
elsewhere in today's Citizen, and attend the meeting tonight, up stairs
over Zelger's cafe.
A big sit,'u announcing tho "General
Arthur Cigar," was put up tor J. H
O'Rielly k Co., this afternoon.
lea-din-
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WASHBURN CO.

COMPLETE STOCKS

NEWEST GOODS
CORRECT STYLES
PERFECT STORE ORGANIZATION
LOWEST PRICES

SIMON STERN

i

C1

o

PICALILLI AT MALOY'8

GOETZ'S

PLUMBING

l

I

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fitting3, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices
,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

WHITNEY COMPANY
South Tint Street
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ZEIGER'S CAFE.
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Meal,
John
Home Base
The most com-
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YOU WANT THE NEWS

OO.

WM. M'INTOSH.

RKTAILi

We Have a Special Scissor
and Shear
For everybody

who wants to make a

clean-cu-

different sizes and styles to select from.

QUICK

s, M.

io00000000OftOftO

HARDWARE

To got your Stove Worldone before the rush. Quick
Van &, Pacific Ranges; Radiant Home and Perfection

M
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Now is the Time

-
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DINNER

Or between meals, any time, in
fact, one of our "La Plata Eagles" is a delightful smoke. They
have a delicious flavor, and are
good clear through, from end to
end. They please the most critical smoker. This Is only one
of the many good things in our
stock of choice cigars. We mention a few others to show you
our values:
25 o
Don Florlo, 3 for
Don Recardo, 2 for
25o
fc
High Life
Dependable, 5c Little Sultano, So

Room in thtCity. Fine Coffee
a Specialty.
c J5
icu ue c..n,i
ubuui y uii

B. J.

QUICK

t

strolte.

We carry many

Try a Wlssj

MEAL RANGES.

MIAL

WUICK MEAL.

m

$30

Answer

Every woman wants a fine evening
coat, but the price has always been
too high for the greater majority. Not
so now, for If you will attend the sale
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods company, you will find them
See
pi iced within the reach of all.
window display.

HOT BLAST HEATERS.

to

store are added together
What Is the sum?

REPAIR 8H0P.
Stoves repaired and set up; furniture set up and crated for shipment.
FREE.
A HANDSOME SPOON. WITH EV Hear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
ERY PURCHASE OF CUDAHY EXTRACT OF BEEF. DEMONSTRATION NOW GOING
See the window display of the Rio
ON AT OUR
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
STORE.
store, then ask for those $3.50 walkTHE JAFFA GROCERY CO.,
ing skirts.
"Good Things to Eat."

ISIlBil
g--

omen SHU

Stein-Bloc-

$12.50

When all the good features that
could be desired In a perfect clothing

See the window display of the Rio
Grande Woolen Mills at the Globe
store, then ask for those $3.50 walking skirts.
New Tailor Shop.
A. J. Morelli, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor hop on 'North
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladles' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicit-

MERCHANTS

CHAS. F. MYERS.

Question

c

SCALDING OF ENGINEER

The "quadrant bolt" of engine No,
850 blew out Just weBt of Isleta
this
morning, and the steam rushing into
the aperture scalded Engineer Bryant
of 605 South Second street, who was
at the throttle, about the fae and
neck severely. The accident occurred
about 9 o'clock, and the Injured engineer was brought to this city by
Engineer Fred Leo, about noon, and
taken to the Santa Fe hospital, where
Dr. Cutter dressed the scalded portions. The scalds amount to blisters
and the Injuries are not considered of
a serious nature.

1

be-fo- ;e

AT LOWEST PRICES.

which can be found only on
h
Overcoats, prevents the fashionable, snug
fitting collar from crocking the white linen
collar beneath it. Can you imagine an
improvement to overcoats that could be
any more welcome to wearers than this?

122 South
Second Street E. L.

BONDS.

The county commissioners of the
county of Bernalillo, In the territory
of New Mexico, in the exercise of the
option given by law, hereby give notice that tho funding bonds dated July
1, 1895, issued In two series, known
as A and B, respectively, consisting
of 102 bonds of $500 each, numbered
1 to 102 both inclusive,
of series A,
and 13t bonds of $100 each, numbered
1 to 139, both Inclusive, of series
B,
which are payable at the option of
said commissioners ten yea.rs after
the date thereof, must be presented
for payment at the Chemical National
hank in the city of New York, or at
the office of N, W. Harris & company,
In the city of Chicago, III., on or
the 15th day of November, 1905,
and that Interest thereon will cease
after said date.
(Signed) ALFRED GRUNSFELD.
Chairman.
J. A. SUMMERS, Clerk.

DEFECTIVE QUADRANT BOLT
CAUSES

OCT. 16, 1905.

BERNALILLO COUNTY

FOR

Burners; Mountain Oak and Gr.'at Western Heaters.
plete line In the city,

The
PROTEK
Colfa.

Ovetcoats,

CALL
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Winchester Rifles and Shotguns, Winchester Ammunition, Colt's Revolvers and Automatic Pistols, Studebaker Buggies and Wagons, Eclipse
Wind Mills, STARRETT'S Machinist Tools a specialty.

MIAL

West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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